
Worlds Plot 321 

Chapter 321: 8.48 First Blue Star - Secrets of the Central Region. 

The chaos of the world announcement every participant had received is pretty active. Ever since 

everyone had received the news of the existence of Guardian and Royal Classes zergs appearing in the 

middle region most participants decided to hunt in mechas. This is for their safety first. But only a few 

realized that this might be just indeed just a lucky strike from the team of Feng Jing and stayed hunting 

without their mechas in the Middle Region. 

Somewhere in the Middle Region. 

Lin Tian's team was currently resting around their bonfire within their chosen camp. They have picked a 

place within the forest which is near the riverside. Princess Halley and the other girls were busy cooking 

dinner while the others spent time playing cards. It was at this time that they received the same world 

announcement as everybody else. 

[World Announcement: Congratulations to Team Leader Feng Jing and his teams for achieving 188,000 

KP. They had accumulated the highest Kill Points within two days and achieved the Achievement of 

defeating a Guardian Class and Royal Class Zerg in the Middle Region.] 

Lin Sen reacted, "Wow~ more than 100K Kill Points. So the rumors about them attacking a Zerg's 

beehive was real." 

"They are not bad. Half of their group members were Juniors," said Lin Bin. 

Lin Quan said, "Isn't Qu Yeon with them? This is to be expected after Qu Yeon isn't weak. At least he is 

stronger than most nobles from our class." 

Leda Tine spoke, "This group is indeed strong. Six sentinels, six guides, and four ordinary people. The last 

four members were not simple as well. One of them is the captain's younger brother, Lin Yven. He is an 

experienced scout with assassinations skills. That child named Solaris Vega is also well-known. In the 

First Military Academy, most of his works were feature though lots of them were all stolen from him. 

Plus the Shi brother, Shi Wen and Shi Lou, these brothers are not bad as well. They both possessed a C 

rank physique despite being an ordinary person." 

"The guides in their group are not to be looked down upon as well. Tang Si's compatibility with Qu Yeon 

is not bad, 69 percent is already good plus their skills complement each other too well. The junior 

students' Si Shen and Wu Liu are not to be looked down upon. Si Shen is a B-ranked guide with the 

potential to become an A-ranked guide in the future. Wu Liu's ranking is a bit low but his compatibility 

with his partner, Han Ling, is even higher than Qu Yeon and Tang Si. Though it's unrecorded, their 

compatibility is said to be beyond 70 percent, almost 80 at least. 

Junior Bai Yuyan is quite famous as well. He is from a common background but he was lucky enough to 

awaken as a guide. This student possesses an S ranked potential which would upgrade at least to SS 

ranked and SSS ranked at most. Lastly, no one didn't know who Junior Feng Wu was. He has been on the 

aide of Young Lord Feng since they were children. He is born as an SS-ranked Guide and possesses a 

quarter bloodline of the Phoenix Clan." said Norma Isis as he gives away information about the guides in 

Feng Jing's group. 



Their captain, Lin Tian, suddenly spoke and asked, "How about their Young Lord? Lord Jing, is he really 

an unawakened person?" 

The moment Lin Tian asked this question everyone from his team looked at him weirdly. After all, no 

one in their academy didn't know that Feng Jing had failed to be awakened and was treated like trash by 

the other noble descendants. If he is not a Feng, the bullying he would receive would no longer be mere 

suffering. 

Norma Isis replied, "According to the rumors from the noble society, he is indeed an unawakened 

person. Captain, is there something wrong with him?" 

"No... I might be overthinking things. How about the Sentinels in their group?" said Lin Tian. 

Everyone decided to ignore the topic of Feng Jing as for them he is not even worth it of being vigilant 

towards. After all, the latter is a trash who failed to awaken with an F-ranked physique. The weakest of 

all trash. But for some reason, Lin Tian thought otherwise. He could still remember Feng Jing's 

expression when he saw that sentinel coming over him full of killing intent. 

Lin Tian's thoughts, 'At that time I am sure he was smiling. I do not think I've seen it wrong but... now I 

am not sure.' 

"Is he really an ordinary person?" mumbled Lin Tian with a voice only he could hear. 

Lin Quan did the introductions for the sentinels of Feng Jing's team. 

"I only knew a few things but not 100 percent credible. Qu Yeon is one of the strongest in their group as 

he is an SS-ranked Sentinel. He uses a saber as his main weapon. He is the vanguard of his original 

group. I don't know why they merged with Young Lord Feng's team but I'm guessing it's because of his 

younger brother, Qu Yul. The younger brother is an A-ranked Sentinel but I heard from Qu Yeon that his 

brother's potential is definitely higher than his. 

The Twin Tangs, Tang Yi, and Tang San are his partner's older brothers. They are childhood friends. 

These two use guns as their main weapon but Tang Yu could also use a sword as his secondary. They are 

both B-ranked Sentinels with the potential to reach S rank as their limit. Junior Han Ling is a childhood 

friend of Qu Yul, the same A-rank Sentinel. This is the partner of Junior Wu Liu. As for Xue Ran, he is 

from a different class. I do not know much about him." 

Lin Tian said, "Xue Ran must be from that clan. The clan of Ice Spirits, the Xue Clan. He is from Young 

Lord Feng's Grandfather. Senior Xue Xia's family. Must be ordered to join the group to protect Young 

Lord Feng. His main weapon is dual short swords plus with his clan's bloodline skill 'Ice', he should be 

stronger than Qu Yeon." 

"Maybe Qu Yeon had worked together with this Xue Ran to defeat the Guardian and Royal Class Zerg?" 

said Leda Tine. 

"The Guardian Class is possible but the royal class is a bit hard to believe. After all, all Royal Class Zerg 

possessed SSS ranked potential. Unless you fight it with a group of SS awakened ones or an SSS-ranked 

awakened person. It is hard to defeat it in mere hours." said Lin Bin. 



Lin Sen said, "I am even more surprised that there are such classed zergs in this middle region. The 

things in the Central Region must be no joke. What should we do, captain?" 

Lin Tian had also thought things were not right from the moment a Guardian and Royal Class zerg 

appeared in the middle region and it was making him unease for some reason. He was silently thinking 

about the changes in the plan for their journey when Lin Quan said something important. 

Lin Quan asked, "By the way, tomorrow is the last day to stay in the middle region. But because of the 

existence of the guardian and royal zerg in this region, a lot of the participants must be thinking of 

hunting tomorrow in mecha. About this, I suggest otherwise." 

"You mean we must not use mecha for hunting tomorrow?" asked Norma Isis. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

Lin Quan said, "Yes. This is after all the middle region. The majority of the zergs that live here are low 

and middle-class zergs. If we use mecha, those small-sized ones cannot be hunted. Moreover, attacking 

other groups who are not in mecha is forbidden in this competition." 

"I agree with A'Quan. I'm sure most teams would hunt in mecha tomorrow. We should take that as an 

opportunity to maximize our accumulated points." said Lin Bin. 

Lin Sen, "Seems like a nice plan. I agree." 

"Me too." 

Lin Tian nodded his head and said, "We are hunting on foot tomorrow. The ordinary students would still 

need to wear their support mecha in the hunt tomorrow." 

--- 

Meanwhile just outside the Beehive. 

Alula Celeste and Marshal Sirius just finished their talks about their future plans and current goals. The 

fact that this Planet Citlali is the vacation star of the Zerg was something that stunned the marshal. The 

human race and the federation thought that this planet was still under their control and used it as the 

children's training ground. Who would have thought that the reason some students were missing during 

the Assessment Test from the latter years isn't merely that the students were killed? 

They were taken away by Guardian or Royal Class zergs and were treated as snacks for them to be 

enjoyed. Alula Celeste had also warned him about the arrival of two royal class zergs and at least 50 

guardian class zergs on this planet through the space portal and that portal would appear in the Central 

Region tomorrow at the least. 

The Marshal had to make some preparations secretly but mustn't let the Zerg Race notice about him 

appearing on this planet. So he decided to stay on the planet and ask a small but elite group from his 

unit to secretly follow him to this planet and eliminate those royal and guardian class zergs before the 

students even entered the Central Region. 

Alula Celeste who was once again covered in black-cloaked hiding his appearance behind the cloth. 

"Sirius remembered. A pureblood royal class zergs has the ability to force a human sentinel to fall in 

immediate mania. The ones who had been killed before were only half-bloods. The two who would 



come on this planet were both purebloods, if you are planning on fighting them you should bring Xiao 

Jing with you. Fighting against Pureblood Zergs, a guide had more advantages than a sentinel." warned 

Alula Celeste. 

Marshal Sirius slightly bowed his head to show his respect to the elder in front of him and said, "I will 

surely keep your words in mind, Grandfather Celes. As for what you had left for me, I will be sure to pass 

it to Marshal Janus." 

"Haha~ You can call A'Lan. Grandfather Lan like Xiao Jing does. If he dares scold you tell him that this old 

man would beat him up." said Alula Celeste while chuckling. 

Marshal Sirius responded with a joyous tone, "I will definitely call him that." 

"Good. I'm going now. Remember to protect our Xiao Jing well. Keep safe and be cautious at all times." 

"Yes, Grandfather Celeste." 

After their conversation ended, Alula Celeste had disappeared from the darkness heading towards the 

central region where the portal to the Zerg's Planet was opened. He needed to return back to that place 

and ordered the retreat of his clan's men. After they gathered everything they planned to return to the 

human race side as they've already finished their duties as spies. 

Once Alula Celeste disappeared, the Marshal's friendly expression had once again turned cold and eerie. 

System Yue how as hovering around him could feel the dangerous aura his Lord God is emitting. This is 

the usual Lord God everyone from the Nether System knows. Cold and indifferent. Decisive, cruel, and 

merciless. Only towards his host that their Lord God's expression would turn a bit human. As all his good 

feelings and nice emotions were all given to his lover. 

Marshal Sirius, "Yue." 

[Yes, my Lord?] 

"Send a secret message to Xue Ying. Inform him about the situation on this planet and tell him to 

secretly send a small elite squad to this planet to back me up." 

[H-How about the host? Are you not going to inform him about this, my lord?] 

The marshal suddenly moved his head and looked at System Yue with a sharp and piercing gaze. System 

Yue couldn't be helped but stiffened under those dangerous-looking eyes. 

"Do not tell him. I will clean it up before he goes to the central region." 

[Y-Yes. Yue understands...] 

Chapter 322: 8.49 First Blue Star - Promotion 

On the last day at the middle region of Planet Citlali, lots of teams had decided to hunt on their mechas. 

In the blue sky of the star, tons of flying mechas were found. They were all moving in groups but would 

rarely engage in a fight as they haven't found any guardian or royal class zergs on the map. Meanwhile, 

those who decided to hunt on foot were enjoying all the KP points the other teams chose to ignore. 



Among these groups, Feng Jing's team is included. They are now hunting in a mantis zerg cave, which 

Feng Jing had found on his way back yesterday. Since their leader had ensured that there were no 

guardian or royal class zergs inside, almost all of them had decided to enter the cave to hunt. 

As always, Feng Jing decided to play the role of the salted fish and stayed outside the cave waiting for 

others to return from their hunts. Outside the cave, together with Feng Jing is Feng Wu who stayed 

behind to protect him. Solaris Vega was busy repairing everyone's mechas with Shi Wen. While Lin Yven 

and Shi Lou were working on their resources to make sure they would have enough even if they stayed 

in the Central region for a week. Only Feng Jing was seated on a picnic mat enjoying the day with his 

usual desserts and tea. 

No one knew how much their leader had packed sweets and dessert. They would always see Feng Jing 

pulling something from his space inventory and most of them are snacks. Solaris Vega enjoys those 

things the most. While the other enjoyed the coffee and tea he shared with others. After spending a few 

days in the wilderness with Feng Jing, everyone had already learned that their leader is a picky foodie. 

He would only eat things he wanted and ignore the dishes he didn't want to eat. He hates vegetables 

the most but he could still somewhat eat it if it's a salad with dressings. 

And as usual, Feng Jing would point directions randomly but everyone already knew that he was 

pointing the safest route for their group to venture. So whenever Feng Jing would say to go in this 

direction everyone would follow and they would never fall into the situation where they would be 

surrounded by their enemies. 

While enjoying the fresh air outside the cave, a group of mecha came flying above their heads obviously 

just passing by. 

Shi Wen said, "Whoa~ there are truly lots of idiots having the same mindset. I wonder how their KP is 

going with them flying around like that." 

"Do not worry about those fools. Focus on your work like Xiao Vega. We need to fully repair the mechas 

of everyone plus some adjustment in case the terrain at the central region is different from here." said 

Shi Lou. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

Shi Wen said, "I know but Xiao Vega's concentration on his work is really top class. Us talking like this 

doesn't bother him at all." 

"He needs to focus. The leader told him to install a new program on the mechas and it needs the whole 

thing to be affected by it," said Lin Yven. 

The eyes of the Shi brothers brighten whenever a program made by Feng Jing is mentioned. They've 

heard how godly Etoile is from their friends. Plus the rewards for the ordinary people were beyond what 

they'd expected. According to Etoile, as long as an ordinary person in their group completed their 

individual tasks and achieved all the achievements listed on their part, they would be given an 

opportunity to awaken. 

No one knows whether this is real or not. But for some reason, everyone in this group believes in this 

miracle. Tang Yi and Tang San who are already at their peak of talents could somewhat feel they were 

nearing a breakthrough that is supposed to be impossible. Etoile says that once the Tang Twins 

completed the hunting routine for today, they should be able to be promoted to an S-ranked Sentinel. 



The achievement they need to complete in this abandoned mine is to kill all the zergs inside within 3 

hours. But according to the information the mapping mode had picked up there should be at least 

10,000 low and middle-level Mantis zerg living in this cave. It is because of these that all the sentinels 

and guides in their group except for Feng Wu and Feng Jing entered the abandoned mine. They were 

going to help the twins complete this achievement. 

Feng Wu, who was preparing an iced vanilla mocha latte and cafe au lait for everyone, suddenly asked, 

"It's been an hour since they've entered, my lord, do you think they would be successful?" 

Once this question was spoken, everyone was looking at Feng Jing except for Solaris Vega who had 100 

percent concentration on his work. Feng Jing didn't answer right away and stared at the entrance of the 

abandoned mine as if being able to see beyond what others could see. Then they saw him nonchalantly 

lowered his gaze at the tumbler Feng Wu passed to him and unhurriedly sip a mouthful. 

No one hurried Feng Jing to answer and waited patiently for him to speak. 

"With the pace, they are currently having. They should be able to override the achievement 

requirements and finish the task in 2 hours and a half," said Feng Jing. 

Everyone showed a delighted smile and sighed with relief once they heard about it. Then they saw Feng 

Jing move his gaze on Solaris Vega who is now covered in world energy while he is concentrating. The 

wisp of energy provided by the world itself enters in the young man's vessel refining his whole physique. 

He had been giving Solaris Vega the tasks needed to achieve the title: World Genius Mechanic and the 

reward for this is an awakening progression to become a guide. Not just an ordinary guide, an SS-ranked 

one with the potential to become an SSS-ranked guide in the future. Etoile is a system he made, its true 

name is Change your fate System. A growth class system that isn't supposed to be found in this world. 

With System Etoile, this world would be able to be promoted to a class grade. But for how long would 

that take, it would be based on this first batch of a new type of awakened ones. 

Feng Jing mumbled, "But it seems a monster would be born in this group~" 

With that said everyone looked at Solaris Vega with stunned gaze yet happy faces, everyone in their 

team knew how much this child worked hard to provide them support despite being an ordinary person 

that is supposed to be abandoned by everyone. But after meeting Feng Jing, Solaris Vega's life had 

turned from the best. He is being nurtured to the point of reaching the heavens. 

Lin Yven was the happiest about them, after all, he treated Solaris Vega as his younger brother not 

related by blood. 

"Leader, what will be Xiao Vega's overall potential once he awakens?" asked Lin Yven. 

It was not only him who was interested in this, everyone was waiting for Feng Jing to answer as they 

also wanted to know what the young child's limits are. 

Feng Jing responded nonchalantly, "His first awakening achievement reward should be S-ranked Guide. 

Guide because in his world as a mechanic this is the most suitable position he needs. His limit is SSS-

ranked at most." 



Everyone gasped in surprise with what they've heard. Everyone knows how rare SSS-ranked Sentinels 

and Guides are. In Oberion Empire, including Marshal Sirius, recorded only 6 awakened SSS-ranked ones. 

Two of them died in old age, one died in the war, and only 3 exist. First is the oldest Marshal in the 

Federation, Marshal Janus Stellan, an SSS-ranked Sentinel, and his partner. The one who is said to have 

died but not, Alula Celeste, an SSS-ranked Guide. Then the youngest sentinel yet the strongest of them 

all, Marshal Altair Sirius. 

All of those who had reached the rank of SSS were world prominent figures. Now one of the futures of 

the youngest generation of SSS-ranked awakened ones is before them. Who wouldn't be astonished by 

knowing this information? 

Feng Jing said, "Well~ there is no need to be that surprised. Most of our members had the chance to 

reach such a stage of strength. Just do your best to complete the requirements of the individual tasks 

for it. If I see things correctly the lowest-ranked in our group in the future would be at least A. Do your 

best ba~" 

"YES, SIR!" 

Then as everyone expected the hunting group from the abandoned mine had come out after 2 hours 

and 24 minutes as Feng Jing declared. They might be covered with wounds and scratches but... they are 

all wearing happy expressions on their faces as if they won the jackpot. 

Battle maniacs like the Tang twins, Tang Yi and Tang San plus Han Ling, were especially delighted. They 

had enjoyed the fighting to the fullest and were able to death more than half with just these two brawl 

brain fools. 

"Hahaha~ That was fun~," said Tang San. 

Han Ling said, "They came out from all sides~ those scythes look dangerous. But we are stronger~" 

"It's been a while since I moved my body that much. Humm~" said Tang Yi. 

Qu Yeon also laughed showing how good his mood is, "Hahaha~" 

But at this time Tang Si and Wu Liu stood before the three harping fools who were still dancing while 

covered in wounds. 

"Don't move! and sit properly!" Tang Si and Wu Liu shouted. 

"Yes!" The three who got scolded had instantly become good boys and sat on the clean mat prepared by 

Lin Yven and Shi Lou for them. They've helped the rest of the team clean their wounds and pass some 

healing concoction for them to take. 

Feng Jing said, "Heal the twins first. They would be forced to enter a meditative state afterward." 

"Eh? What do you mean--" 

System Etoile's monotonous voice was suddenly heard in their group communication channel. 

[Ping! Pong! Congratulations to Host Tang Yi and Host Tang San for completing the achievement: '1 vs 

2000'. You have each killed 2000 zergs within 2 hours. Reward: Potential Enhancer Potion X1. 



You have reached the threshold for the promotion as your current potential is already at its peak. Please 

drink the potion and upgrade your physique by a level and promote to S-ranked Sentinels.] 

Out of nowhere, two golden potions appeared in front of Tang Yi and Tang San. The twins dazedly 

accepted the golden potion and looked like they'd lost their soul in shock. They couldn't help but look at 

the smiling Feng Jing not far from them. 

Tang Yi mumbled, "I-Is this for... r-real?" 

"Fuck! You mean a human's potential can be promoted!?" exclaimed Tang San. 

Feng Jing snapped his fingers and everyone felt an unknown energy pass through them creating an 

invisible barrier around their group. Among them, only those who are extremely sensitive to energy felt 

it clearly and Tang Si could see it thanks to his special eyes. 

Tang Si said in shock, "T-This is a barrier made from fire essences. It would burn anything that 

approached the barrier from the outside but hides the presence inside." 

"What are you two doing? Drink your potion and meditate. Once you complete your promotion we will 

continue the hunt. The next ones to complete their achievement requirements should be Senior Qu 

Yeon, Senior Tang Si, Senior Xue, and A'Yu. After them, are Han Ling, Qu Yul, Si Shen, and Wu Liu. At 

night I will help the rest to awaken. Do not waste the opportunity. Try to reach for the highest limit your 

physique allows you to. We will only enter the Central Region once everyone had finished their 

awakening and promotion."? said Feng Jing. 

Everyone saluted towards him and said collectively, "As you wish, milord." 

The twin's promotion had ended after three hours. From an A-ranked Sentinels, they've finally become 

an S-ranked one becoming one of the main forces in the Federation. Their group continued their 

hunting. Their next target is the dark forest where the nightmare spider zergs live. This zerg possesses 

strength ranging from middle to high-level ones. Qu Yeon, Tang Si, Xue Ran, and Bai Yuyan need to kill all 

the high leveled zergs as a pair or alone. Xue Ran and Bai Yuyan choose to fight alone while Qu Yeon and 

Tang Si worked as a pair. 

Their battles took a while and Qu Yeon almost lost an arm but they completed their tasks and were 

given the same potion the twins had received from System Etoile as rewards. The result is that Tang Si 

was promoted from his original level of S to SS-ranked. He had the potential to become an SSS-ranked 

Guide in the future. 

Bai Yuyan as one of the heavenly beloved sons of this world immediately reached SSS-ranked when he 

took the potion and became the second SSS-ranked Guide after Feng Jing. Qu Yeon and Xue Ran had 

also upgraded from SS to SSS-ranked Sentinels. 

Now the strength of their group is cut above the rest of the teams in this competition. Of course! Their 

promotions were all hidden thanks to Feng Jing taking control of the monitoring system and even the 

Star Network itself. All the others see is these students' bravery and results only. 

Chapter 323: 8.50 First Blue Star - Special Skill of a Pureblood Zerg. 



After the promotion of all their seniors, the next ones to achieve upgrades are Han Ling, Qu Yul, Si Shen, 

and Wu Liu. Like the mission finished by their seniors, their task is to raid another herd of zerg. But 

unlike the missions of the seniors where they could help, their task needed to be completed by the four 

of them as a team. 

Their mission is to eradicate everything within the Shadow Moth territory. It is a huge crevice in 

between two mountains. The strength of these zergs ranges from low to high class. But like the other 

mission where they need to kill a high-class zerg one on one. They only need to kill everything in this 

territory, they could use everything whether fighting it or using explosives are allowed but the only 

requirement is that every moth must be killed. 

The four worked together to complete their achievement tasks. They have already seen the rewards 

System Etoile had provided to their brothers. They wanted to promote their strengths as well. Before 

the sun had completely set, the four of them successfully reached the achievement and received the 

same potion to promote their strengths. 

At night Feng Jing gathered all the ordinary people in their team and asked them to meet him in his tent. 

The way to awaken someone is not known to others so what Feng Jing is going to do next is something 

that would definitely change everything the people of this world knew. 

A way to allow an ordinary person to awaken is something no one had discovered nor known how to do 

so. Feng Jing is the first one. This is because the soul that is the vessel right now is not the original but a 

godly being that is at the peak of the highest realm. There is almost nothing he doesn't know. 

First, Feng Jing whose capabilities were no longer sealed the moment he got back his memories can use 

all of his special skills and talents. He is a well-known God and a cultivator at birth plus his medical skills 

were unparalleled. Opening up the close meridians of these people can be easily achieved by a poke of 

his ice needles. It took a few hours for him to help Solaris Vega and the rest to unsealed the talents their 

bodies had. 

Feng Jing only went out of the tent the moment that those inside the tent had entered a meditative 

state which would allow them to gather as much as world energy to push themselves to the limits and 

entered the awakening state. The people called awakened ones in this world can be considered people 

who were especially talented to become a cultivator. Those ordinary people they call are those who 

weren't able to control the world's energy at birth and failed to become awakened ones. 

Unless you are a real born ordinary person who possesses F-rank at birth, the possibility of getting 

enlightenment is not impossible. Moreover, Feng Jing is the type to move even the fate if he really 

wanted to. What he wanted to do, he would do so. What he hated will be something he would never 

move for. As he is someone with a clear line for those he likes and for those he hates. 

When the morning of the new data had arrived, everyone had a feeling of going under rebirth. Now 

everyone in this team is awakened. There is no ordinary person in this group who had all successfully 

opened up their talents by their own hard work. The opportunity is all thanks to the person they will 

choose to serve for this lifetime and that is Feng Jing. 

--- 

After the promotion of strength, 



Guides: 

Feng Wu (Unknown Rank) 

Bai Yuyan: From (S to SSS Rank) 

Si Shen: From (B to A-Rank) [Paired of Han Ling] 

Wu Liu: From (C to B Rank) [Paired of Qu Yul] 

Tang Si: From (S to SS Rank)[Paired with Qu Yeon] 

Vega Solaris: From (Unawakened to S Rank) 

Lin Yven: From (Unawakened to B Rank) 

Sentinels: 

Han Ling: From (A to S Rank) 

Qu Yul: From (A to S Rank) 

Xue Ran: From (SS to SSS Rank) 

Qu Yeon: From (SS to SSS Rank) (SS+) 

Tang Yi: From (B+ to S Rank) 

Tang San: From (B+ to S Rank) 

Shi Wen: From (Unawakened to C Rank) 

Shi Lou: From (Unawakened to C Rank) 

--- 

Quantum Beast of Feng Jing's Group. 

Feng Jing: Phoenix-dragon Hybrid 

Feng Wu: Fire Fox 

Bai Yuyan: Black Winged Leopard 

Han Ling: Tundra Wolf / Wu Liu: Lynxes 

Qu Yeon: Panther/ Tang Si: Eagle 

Xue Ran: Polar Bear/ Solaris Vega: Panda 

Qu Yul: Jaguar/ Si Shen: Jackal 

Tang Yi: Falcon 

Tang San: Elf Owl 

Shi Wen: Raccoon 



Shi Lou: Fennec Fox 

Lin Yven: Liger 

[A/n: By the way, Tang Yi and Tang San are twins while Shi Wen and Shi Lou are cousins.] 

--- 

Meanwhile, in the middle of the night of the sixth day of the competition, some changes in the Central 

Region had been made. Marshal Sirius and his small group of six had secretly entered the central region 

to destroy the space portal that connects Planet Citlali to the main planet where the Zerg Race lives. 

Under Marshal Sirius' lead, their small group of Sentinels had invaded the place Alula Celeste had told 

him before. The location of the space portal. What the marshal didn't expect is that Alula Celeste 

informed him about the portal to bring away the students with them before they entered the central 

region where the royal zerg had full control. 

Altair Sirius might always look cold and expressionless but his arrogance and haughtiness are something 

Alula Celeste would have never expected. For a proud person like the marshal, two pureblood royal 

zergs are nothing in his eyes. He knew he was the strongest sentinel that ever existed. The pride he had 

as the strongest blind him, he had forgotten that he is not the original soul he is supposed to be but just 

a mere soul fragment of that great being. 

This is why he made this kind of mistake and made the wrong decision. 

Central Region. 

Hidden Mansion at the center of the volcano. 

This mansion's structure is so much like what humans have on their land but unlike the normal house 

made from cement and coated in paint, this mansion is made from black unknown material and the 

whole building is built at the piece of land in the mouth of the volcano. Lava surrounded the area and 

the temperature was high and extremely humid. There is no way a human can live in this kind of place. 

At the moment, Sirius and the rest of the team were afloat in the sky above the volcano riding on Roi's 

back. Standing behind the marshal is Xue Ying who is wearing their usual armor for battle. The other 

four behind them wear the same thing. 

Alula Celeste who just left the Planet and had just got his spaceship to leave the planet unnoticed 

received the news about a small group of people appearing above the secret vacation house of the Zerg 

race. Everyone in his battleship is from the human race and from his clan who is pretending to be a zerg 

like him. This is why they were informed that Marshal Sirius is not dead like the rumors in the universe. 

In Outer Space, not far from Planet Citlali. 

Alula Celeste had just taken his short nap as soon as they'd departed from Planet Citlali when his 

subordinate suddenly woke him from an emergency report coming from the planet he just left from. 

"Clan Leader. Report. Emergency Report!!!" 

Alula Celeste said, "What is it? Speak out." 



"T-That... That... After the clan leader had left the planet, Marshal Sirius took some of his people 

planning to invade the hidden mansion in the central region! There are only 6 of them in total and all of 

them are Sentinels." 

Hearing this news Alula Celeste's sleepy state was abruptly awakened from shock and anger. 

With a deep frown on his face, "What the hell is that fucking brat planning to do!? I had already warned 

him about the special skills of a Pureblooded Zerg!!?" 

"Even the young brat from Xue was brought with him." 

"These two idiots! Connect me to Sirius!" said Alula Celeste. 

"Clan leader, you can't do this! You'll put yourself into a bad position if someone from that side was able 

to leave the planet alive!" 

Alula Celeste didn't change his mind and instead ordered his people to hasten their retreat preparations. 

"No worries. We are planning to leave anyway. Just tell everyone to leave the Zerg Planet as fast and as 

secretly as possible. That idiot brat can't die. Not only is he the hope of our Empire, but he is also the 

other half of our little darling." 

"Eh? Seriously! Xiao Jing's chosen Sentinel is him!?" 

Alula Celeste, "Yes, they are even a fated pair." 

"Fated Pair!? As in the one in the legend!!?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

"Yes. So connect me to that idiot's communicator. I am going to fucking scold this damn brat!" 

exclaimed Alula Celeste in anger. 

On the other hand above the volcano, Marshal Sirius is staring at the hidden mansion just below him. He 

could still recall the warning Grandfather Celeste had just told him about the special skill the purebloods 

possessed. The ability to force any human sentinel to fall in a state of mania but over polluting their 

spiritual domain of a Sentinel. Marshal Sirius actually wanted to know how the Zergs would be able to 

do that. 

Xue Ying suddenly spoke beside him, "Marshal, are you still infiltrating that mansion?" 

"Hm... Wait. I'm still think---" 

All of the sudden his communicator from his light brain was ringing. This is from an unknown person but 

the Marshal still answered it. A holographic screen that showed Alula Celeste's dark expression 

appeared before the Marshal. Xue Ying, who was standing beside his boss, immediately recognized the 

person on the other side. 

[Damn Brat! Like that place right this instance! Didn't this old man warn you already! Those stupid kings 

and queen zerg in that mansion can force you to fell in the state of Mania! and you fucking brought a 

whole group of Sentinels with you. Are you stupid? Stupid boy! Listen to this old man and retreat! 

RETREAT I tell you!!!] 



Xue Ying had astonishment painted all over his face as he looked at the face of the elder from his boss's 

communicator. 

"T-This person. Isn't he supposed to be dead!? That's the former Marshal Alula! the first SSS-ranked 

guide in the world." exclaimed Xue Ying. 

[Oh~ aren't you the brat from A'Xia's place. You've grown quite a bit ha! Anyway, listen to this old man. 

That place you are in is dangerous. Retreat this instance!] 

He couldn't help but salute in front of this gentle yet dignified elder, "Y-Yes sir!" said Xue Ying. 

Marshal Sirius asked, "Grandfather Celes, do you know how the Zerg could influence a Sentinel to fall 

into mania?" 

[Yes... It's Sound...waves...] 

The communication between them suddenly wavered but in reality, it wasn't the defect in the 

connections of their communicator but in the people themselves. The Marshal and his team suddenly 

felt dizzy out of nowhere and felt an uncontrollable rage within their mind. A long loud ringing was 

heard in their heads making them lose control. 

ZZZIIIIIIIINNNNNGGGGGG~ 

They've clutched their heads in pain. Among them, Marshal Sirius who had experienced this once 

already knew what was happening. 

Marshal Sirius's thoughts, 'This... This ringing sound could make one lose himself... This is... fuck! So they 

attack through soundwaves.' 

AAARRRGGGHHH! 

My head! It hurts! 

FUCK! Make it stop. 

"Roi! Bring the rest away! Look for Jing'er!!!" commanded Sirius to his quantum beast. 

The black dragon hesitated for a moment but when he met his master's red eyes, he couldn't help but 

be frightened and was also almost influenced by his master's mania. 

[Master hold on! I will bring your guide here to help you!] 

The sound of agony and cries can be heard from the other men riding the back of the black dragon. 

Meanwhile, tons of guardian class zerg come out of the mansion coming over them. Altair Sirius who 

could somewhat hold one brought out his mecha to block the enemies from going after Roi and the rest. 

Xue Ying already knew what his boss was planning to do, amid his pain, he reached out his hand weakly 

in the marshal's direction. 

"S-Stop! Don't do... it alone!" said Xue Ying before finally losing his mind from his mania. 

"GO NOW!!" shouted the Marshal before diving in to kill the zergs. 



The black dragon king flew away as his master ordered. He could only leave his master's side for a 

moment and look for his other master. The other half of the marshal, the only person who could solve 

his master's mania state, Lord Feng. 

[Master! Please hold on!] 

Chapter 324: 8.51 First Blue Star - Forced Mania 

No one noticed what happened at dawn. Only those who are near the borders of the Central Region 

witnessed a huge dragon flying in the sky as soon as the sun had risen. The seventh day of the event had 

finally arrived. Today all participants were tasked to enter the Central Region for the last phase of the 

competition. 

Everyone from Feng Jing's Team had just woken up. Some took a short bath while some started 

preparing for breakfast and some started their routined morning exercises. But for some reason, today 

their leader seems to have woken up from the wrong side of his bed. He had a grumpy expression as 

soon as he got out of his tent. Seeing a frown on his beautiful face as soon as he appeared caused 

silence and tension in the area. 

Everyone from the group tries to pretend not to see his bad mood in the morning. Only the innocent 

Solaris Vega approached him fearlessly and asked why he looked like that. 

Solaris Vega asked worriedly, "Leader, are you hurting somewhere? Or did you have a nightmare? Your 

expression looks bad..." 

"It's nothing like that. I just felt unease since I woke up. Something doesn't feel right. As if... As if 

something happens to my other half. It is making me feel... Extremely uncomfortable." said Feng Jing as 

he grabs the clothes above his heart, he feels a wrenching pain inside him for some unknown reason. 

Anxiety is filling up his mind and restlessness spreads all over his body. It is something he hasn't felt ever 

since he got back his memories. 

Everyone who had heard Feng Jing's explanation was also confused by his words. But everyone could 

see he is serious with that frown on his beautiful face. The only ones who could understand him are 

Tang Si, Si Shen, and Wu Liu who have been paired with their Sentinels and have been marked 

permanently. 

Si Shen and Wu Liu looked at the eldest guide in their group wanting him to explain it to Feng Jing. Tang 

Si stopped what he was cooking with the rest and approached Feng Jing then sat near him. 

Tang Si asked, "Lord Jing, can you answer a few of my questions honestly?" 

"Go ahead," replied Feng Jing. 

"You have a fiance, right? Did you get a permanent mark from him?" asked Tang Si. 

"I only received a temporary one before coming here." 

"A temporary mark? Are you sure? Because what you are feeling right now means there is something 

wrong with your other half. Anxiety can be felt by the guide once something happens to their sentinel. 



But you have no permanent mark, it is weird that you are feeling like this... Hm? Lord Jing, what is that 

under your eye? A black no... it's fading to a grey color... is that a snowflake?" said Tang Si. 

Once Tang Si mentioned the black snowflake, which usually only appears when one of the soul bonded 

pairs is in danger, Feng Jing finally panicked at this moment. He immediately looked for something and 

looked at his face and really found a light gray snowflake on his face. 

Feng Jing finally showed a different expression than his usual fake gentleness or calmness. This time the 

emotions of panic, anger, and anxiety can be seen within his eyes. 

"That bastard. What the hell is he doing!?" exclaimed Feng Jing as a burst of his spiritual qi was felt in 

the whole camp. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

The aura which is tightly sealed was spreading in the whole area making his teammates tremble with the 

huge gap of strength between them. Everyone thought they didn't deserve to stand before the presence 

of Feng Jing and couldn't help but avert their eyes to avoid Feng Jing. 

'What is this?! I can't... breathe...' 

'Is this caused by Lord Jing's aura!?' 

'S-So strong! I'm already an SSS-ranked Sentinel but feel helpless before Lord Jing's strength!' 

Feng Wu knew that his lord was about to lose it. After all, Lord Hei only loses control whenever his 

husband is involved. 

"Please calm down, my lord," said Feng Wu who was also a bit out of breath in the presence of the 

overbearing aura Feng Jing had released just now. 

Only when Feng Wu finally spoke out that Feng Jing realized that he had overdone it. He took back his 

aura and apologized to his teammates but he had already brought out the armor that his family 

prepared for him. It's red and white armor with the insignia of the phoenix. 

"I'm going out for a bit. Look after the team for me Feng Wu," said Feng Jing but even before he could 

take his leave something had fallen from the sky. 

BBBAAAMM!! 

A huge black dragon carrying five soldiers in armor had fallen from above them. The dragon and the 

soldiers all have red eyes as if they had gone crazy. Feng Jing, Feng Wu, and Bai Yuyan knew what kind of 

state these soldiers were in. 

Han Ling recognized one of them. "Lieutenant General Xue!?" 

Qu Yeon exclaimed, "A black dragon king? Isn't that Marshal Sirius's quantum beast!?" 

[L-Lord Jing... M-Master... Help my master!] 

The black dragon king's voice resounded within the camp before his eyes turned red and went crazy like 

the other soldiers. 

ROAAAR!! 



ARRRGGGHHH!!! 

Feng Wu said, "This is...!!?" 

"It's the same from before. Are they in the state of Mania!!?" said Bai Yuyan. 

Everyone was startled when they heard that these soldiers whom they had seen before were now in a 

state of mania. 

Feng Jing's face immediately turned cold when he witnessed this scene. He summoned his quantum 

beast regardless of his identity as a guide being out for everyone to know. As he knew that only his 

Reine could calm down the raging black dragon king not far from them. 

"REINE! Purify that stupid's snake's spiritual domain!" commanded Feng Jing as a huge and beautiful 

Phoenix-dragon hybrid appeared out of thin air. 

Everyone was left in awe upon seeing Feng Jing's quantum beast for the first time. Of course, not only 

his teammates were shocked. Even those senior soldiers watching at the monitoring of their battleship 

were shocked to see a hybrid beast of both a phoenix and a dragon. 

[As you command, Master!] 

CCCAAAWWWWSSS~~ 

ROOOAAARRSS~~ 

They watched as the huge phoenix subdued the raging black dragon and went to the corner. As soon as 

the huge bird appeared all the attention of the mad dragon had fallen onto the phoenix and surrounded 

all sides of the phoenix preventing it from leaving. But the Phoenix didn't struggle to escape, instead of 

getting closer to the head of the dragon purring as it comforted the pain of the dragon's sufferings. 

Everyone knew that when two quantum beasts act this way means that they've treated each other as 

their pair. This is also the mirror image of their owners' relationship. Only then did everyone realize that 

Feng Jing's Sentinel is none other than the strongest of all its kind. The youngest marshal in the whole 

empire, Altair Sirius. 

Tang San with a twitching smile on his face, "I-Is this for real?" 

"No wonder he is so strong as a guide," said Tang Yi. 

Tang Si murmured, "If he is an above SSS ranked Guide then even with a temporary mark, it is possible 

to share the connection between them." 

"Fuck! Doesn't that mean that clingy guy who always glares at us when we get closer to the leader is 

Marshal Altair!!!?" exclaimed Han Ling. 

Qu Yul said, "I-I spoke to... the M-Marshal!!?" 

Feng Jing scolded his teammates who were left dumbstruck by the situation. Even ignoring the five 

soldiers who were to attack them. 

"What are you guys doing!? Subdue these soldiers for me!!" ordered Feng Jing. 



Upon hearing a stern voice from Feng Jing, everyone noticed the crazy sentinels about to attack them 

due to their mania state. The Sentinels in the group had worked together to capture the five crazy 

soldiers. The guides were about to help calm the mania of the soldiers when Feng Jing stopped them. 

Feng Jing, "Guides don't enter their minds to calm them down. In the state of mania, their spiritual 

domain would be like a stormy raging sea. You would drown and suffer a backlash. Inject them with 

sleeping serum and force them to enter the slumber state and contact the people from the Federation 

and Fallen Gods Unit!" 

Those who were smart enough had looked for the monitoring camera signed to their group but because 

of its invisibility option, they couldn't see it but feel. Shi Wen, Shi Lou, Bai Yuyan, and Feng Wu helped 

with putting the mad soldiers to sleep. Among them, only Tang Si with special eyes could pinpoint the 

exact location of the monitoring camera and capture it instantly. 

Tang Si approached Solaris Vega who was hiding behind Lin Yven in fear, "Xiao Vega can you please turn 

off the invisibility mode of this camera." 

"Ah! Yes, please give me a few seconds," said Solaris Vega who used his working glasses to be able to 

see through the invisibility mode of the surveillance camera. 

After a few seconds of tinkering the invisibility mode of the camera had been deactivated and he passed 

it back to Tang Si. 

"Here you go, Senior Si. I have also made sure that the energy wouldn't run out and you would be able 

to use it to connect your call to every monitoring device on this planet and those within the 1000 radius 

area outside the planet," said Solaris Vega. 

Tang Si pats the innocent yet intelligent young man before him, "Thank you, Xiao Vega." Then he started 

a video call to connect to the Fallen Gods Unit monitoring room. The conversation between them was 

broadcasted all around the planet including in the Star Network of the Oberion Empire. 

On the other hand, Feng Jing approached Xue Ying with red eyes glaring at him. He didn't allow 

someone to put this man to sleep as he needed to know the situation of his man from this person. 

Everyone had witnessed as he grabbed Xue Ying's head with his hand and closed his eyes. His dominant 

spiritual qi entered Xue Ying's head unhindered, purifying the miasma within his spiritual domain. 

He didn't venture deeply within Xue Ying's soul domain as he wasn't his partner. Forcing himself to enter 

the domain of Xue Ying would mean invading his privacy and as someone, not his spouse he had no right 

for it. But the slight purification he had done within Xue Ying's mind had somewhat allowed Xue Ying to 

take back his control over his mind. 

Xue Ying with red eyes yet a calm mind saw his cousin standing in front of him. He realized that Roi had 

successfully brought them over to Feng Jing. 

Feng Jing spoke, "Ying-ge, I cannot completely subdue your mania for you but I could somewhat allow 

you to maintain a calm mind. Please meditate as soon as possible to remove the mania state you are in." 

"X-Xiao Jing? You can help... one calm down in their Mania state even if you are not... their partner?" 

said Xue Ying. 



Feng Jing said, "Yes. But this will only work for a few 3 hours at most. You still need to meditate and 

remove the traces of miasma within your soul domain yourself. Either that or ask your guide to help you 

purify it." 

"Ha,~ 3 hours is enough. Thank you, Xiao Feng. Xiao Feng, I really don't want to say this as you are as 

important as the marshal to me but... The Marshal's life is in danger and only you as his guide could help 

him calm down from his mania. 

Xiao Jing, go to the central region. The marshal had blocked the enemies to allow us to escape. Within 

that region, zergs of higher ranks live there. I do not know whether the marshal was captured or not. 

Please... Please save the marshal, Feng Jing." said Xue Ying. 

Feng Jing smiled and said, "Ying-ge, please leave it to me. I will save my other half myself." Then a pair of 

wings made of fire appeared behind his back and flew away alone to save his lover. 

Everyone had also witnessed the real strength of Feng Jing who revealed to the world that he is a guide 

and a guide that is paired with Marshal Sirius. The whole Interstellar World was shocked by what they 

had just witnessed. An SSS-ranked Guide who is only 18 years. 

Chapter 325: 8.52 First Blue Star - Are they a pair!? 

Everyone had witnessed Feng Jing's ability as a guide. His overwhelming control over his spiritual qi had 

left everyone in awe. When they saw his quantum beast they could almost no longer close their mouths. 

What the hell is that a phoenix!? But it's too fucking big!!? 

Is that even a phoenix?! I think I saw it has dragon claws just now! 

Shit! Don't tell me a Phoenix-Dragon hybrid!? 

Isn't that the rarest hybrid combination possible!? 

Moreover, are the guides able to calm down any sentinels from their manias? 

Of course not! Idiot! Only SSS-ranked Guides and above can do such a thing!? 

T-T-Then... Young Lord Feng Jing is an SSS-ranked guide!? But he is only 18 years old. Not even fully an 

adult yet. 

Oh my God! Is he still human!? 

God Feng! Please look at me! I'm an SS-ranked Sentinel. I can serve you well! 

God Feng, do you need a leg pendant, the one who could serve you at night!? 

Fuck off, you perverts! Do you all want to die! Stay away from God Feng!!? 

Isn't that black dragon familiar!? It has a king symbol on its forehead!? 

That's Marshal Altair's quantum beast!!! 

H-Hey! God Feng's Hybrid phoenix just pressed down God Altair's dragon king? 

Am I dreaming? Those two... quantum beasts what are they doing!? 



I-I-I have a scary guess! 

Actually, I do too. 

Me... Me as well... 

Thanks to the heavens! God Altair finally has a guide and it's a heavenly being like God Feng! 

Shit! Shit! This is fucking amazing ba~ 

The Star Network had almost exploded from the none ending comments from the people in the Empire. 

Since the whole competition had been broadcasted, everyone had seen Feng Jing showing his special 

type of quantum beast. Use his capabilities as a guide to calm those suffering from a state of mania and 

flew away to save his partner regardless of danger. 

Meanwhile, at the outer space outside Planet Citlali, most of the battleship watching over the event was 

shocked by the revelation of Feng Jing suddenly becoming an SSS-ranked guide from his supposed trash 

standing. 

At the Black Turtle Spaceship, General Navi had gone insane in anger. He had thrown everything that he 

could throw in the room like a madman. This kind of personality really is a mirroring image of Navi Naja 

whenever he throws tantrums. They both had anger issues and would be violent whenever they were 

angry. 

General Navi, "I knew it! That damn old man from the Feng Clan was hiding something!! Failed to 

awaken huh!!? What is this now? Not one Feng Jing is an awakened Guide but also an SSS-ranked Guide 

who is paired with Marshal Altair!!!" 

"Sire. Sire. Please calm down!" 

"Calm down your ass! Go. Go right now! Get down to Planet Citlali. We must try to eliminate Feng Jing 

before he completely grows up!" said General Navi. 

"B-But... he is Marshal Altair's... f-future mate~" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

General Navi shouted, "Shut up! If he dies and that damn bastard follows then it's better! Also, contact 

the Janus Clan. Tell them we are willing to marry Navi Naja to their family." 

"Y-Yes... As you've ordered, General!" 

--- 

The situation as the White Tiger Unit's Warship. 

Lin Tang and his son, Lin Velvet were dumbfounded when they witnessed Feng Jing suddenly 

summoning his hybrid phoenix dragon quantum beast. They've also witnessed their youngest 

descendant Lin Yven trying to help the sentinels who had fallen to the state of mania only to be stopped 

by Feng Jing at the last moment. 

General Lin asked, "S-Son... our Xiao Yven is an ordinary person right? This old man didn't remember it 

wrong, right!!!?" 



"Of course, Dad! Why would this son lie to you? You have met the boy countless times yourself. He is 

definitely an ordinary person like my dear wife!!" talked back to Lin Velvet. 

"But just now... Just now... that's spiritual power right? There's even a tiger-like quantum beast 

protecting him just now." said General Lin. 

Lin Velvet stared at the paused recording of Lin Yven's figure protecting Solaris Vega behind him. A light 

brown colored lioness with tiger stripes appeared next to Lin Yven protecting him from any incoming 

danger. 

"D-Dad is this a lion or a tiger. It looks like a lioness but... it had tiger stripes," mumbled Lin Velvet. 

Suddenly the old man beside him stood up and ordered them to disembark their spaceship to the star. 

Within the old general's eyes is an excitement that hasn't been seen in him for years. 

"Land in Planet Citlali this instant. Go land near the second young master's camp!" command General 

Lin. 

His subordinate responded well and said, "Yes, general!" 

Lin Velvet is still a bit bewildered by his father's reaction, "Dad, what's wrong with you?" 

"Are you blind boy!? That's not a lion or a tiger. Xiao Yven's quantum beast is the hybrid called Liger." 

said General Lin Tang. 

Everyone inside the monitoring area was shocked by what they heard. It is very rare for someone to 

awaken a hybrid quantum beast unless you have mixed two different bloodlines to get it. Even then the 

probability of summoning a hybrid quantum beast is even rarer than awakening as a sentinel or guide. 

Lin Velvet exclaimed, "A LIGER!? Impossible. I am very sure that my youngest son, Yven, is an ordinary 

person. He hadn't awakened ever since he was born!!!?" 

"I know that you're a fool! What are you shouting at this old mad man for? I am not deaf! This must 

have something to do with that one from Feng Clan. I do not know how he did it but... Feng Jing must 

have caused it to happen," said General Lin Tang. "Since things had resulted in this, we will have to pay 

the Feng Clan a visit after this event. For now, we need to make sure that Feng Jing, that boy, will be 

able to leave this planet alive." 

"You mean someone might plan to kill him?" said Lin Velvet. 

General Lin Tang said, "That Navi Clan would definitely take this chaos as an opportunity to assassinate 

the boy. We need to hurry and send someone to protect him. You will personally lead the protection 

squad for Feng Jing, Son." 

"Please leave it to me, Dad!" said Lin Velvet. 

Series of conversations circulating about Feng Jing had been spread all around the Star Network and the 

monitoring ships above Planet Citlali. The one who responded the fastest is the Fallen Gods Unit. They 

had immediately disembarked at the star the moment they lost contact with the Marshal and Lieutenant 

Xue Ying. With this, they had reached the surface of the planet and appeared to Feng Jing's group's 

campsite the fastest. 



They've immediately surrounded their companions. The guides who are partnered with the other four 

slumbering sentinels were given space to help their lovers to solve their mania. Only Xue Ying, who is a 

bachelor and a single dog, had no other choice but to meditate to control his mania. His subordinates 

had all surrounded him to protect him from outside harm. 

Feng Jing's other teammates were also checked by the doctors from the Fallen Gods Unit. It was already 

decided that this team led by their future mistress would join their ranks after this event. They were 

now being checked just to ensure their current state as they've also witnessed that the supposed to be 

ordinary people of this team had suddenly become an awakened one. 

All the doctors working with the Fallen Gods Units were stunned by the results of this team of young 

future soldiers led by their future madam. 

The reactions of the guide doctors and sentinel doctors: 

"How is this possible? Children were you really an ordinary person before you entered this event?!" 

asked the doctor to Lin Yven and the rest. 

"We mean. You aren't like the Madam who hid his identity as a guide?" 

Solaris Vega was confused as he didn't know who these doctors were calling madam. "S-Sorry, elders. 

But I don't know any madam you are talking about." 

The doctors were also dumbfounded by Solaris Vega's reaction. 

"EH?" 

Lin Yven and the rest laughed at Solaris Vega's comment. 

"Xiao Xiao, they are talking about our leader, Lord Jing. Lord Jing is the future mate of Marshal Altair. 

They all call him madam because he would be married to the marshal sooner or later." explained Lin 

Yven. 

Solaris Vega was astonished to learn that Feng Jing's fiance he had called big brother multiple times 

suddenly became Marshal Sirius. 

"Liar. Leader, I mean Feng-gege's fiance is Big brother Sisi!" said Solaris Vega. He is declaring that the 

marshal is not his leader's fiance but someone called Sisi but their group. 

Hearing this the doctors had also started laughing as they finally understood what the silly child is talking 

about, "Little baby~ do you not know what Marshal Altair's first name is?~" 

"Hm~ I know. It's Sirius! Eh? Sirius? Si-Si... Sisi? Is he... Big brother Sisi!?" said Solaris Vega in shock, his 

eyes glowing in excitement. After all, everyone had treated Marshal Altair as their Male God. The 

Strongest Sentinel in the world. 

"Oh boy~ this child is so adorable ba~" 

"Isn't this the little genius the Lieutenant is talking about? I heard after this he would work directly 

under the madam after this event!" 



Seeing the pampering gazes of the old men Xue Ran couldn't help but pulled his little one and made a 

guarded gesture towards them. The soldiers and doctors just gave him a teasing smile while Solaris Vega 

had a cute confused expression because of his current situation. Ever since he awakened as a guide, his 

Senior Xue had gotten even stickier than before. 

"Oh Mo~ So cute~" 

Lin Yven and the rest were stunned upon hearing this, "R-Really? Xiao Vega would be allowed to join the 

Fallen Gods Unit!?" 

"Well~ Yes. All of you were given the priority as you were the madam's teammates. In the beginning, 

you will be working with your seniors as interns but your real position is a cadet. After training, if you 

had reached the quota for rankers then you should be able to serve the madam who would be working 

beside the marshal. Didn't the madam inform you about this?" 

The children's heads all shook with this question. Seeing the surprised reactions of the children except 

for Feng Wu and Xue Ran, the rest of the mouth was as big as an egg. They were all rendered 

speechless. 

"But of course, if you don't want to join us. It is also possible. Student Bai Yuyan here had been reserved 

by his fiance, Lord Feng Yang, to join his Fire Phoenix Unit as his Second Aide." 

Tang Si and the rest exclaimed, "Lord Yang is your fiance, Yuyu!?" 

With a light blush on his face, Bai Yuyan replies, "W-Well~ yes..." 

"He had been courted for a whole month 24/7 by the eldest Young master, in the end, he had fallen and 

could no longer escape after being boiled in warm water for a long time," said Feng Wu. 

"Ah! Don't tell them that, A'Wu! Shush!" said Bai Yuyan who tried to cover Feng Wu's mouth but was a 

dodge too. 

Watching this scene the old doctors had watched a sweet show of dog food showers for them to enjoy. 

They even started missing their wives waiting for them at home. 

"Young Love~" 

"I kinda miss my old wife at home." 

"Me too." 

Meanwhile, the source of these children suddenly becoming an awakened person from being an 

ordinary one had been forgotten due to the frequent change of topic conversation. 

All of the sudden, Xue Ying who had temporarily controlled his mania had returned to normal to check 

on the children. He couldn't let anyone take these children while his cousin was away. Or he would be 

killed the moment Feng Jing returns. 

Xue Ying said upon his arrival, "Everyone is here?" 

Everyone instantly saluted upon Xue Ying's arrival. 



"Salute to Lieutenant General Xue!" 

Xue Ying laughs despite his eyes still slightly red from mania. 

"Hahaha~ you guys can relax. Children, you guys should wait in your tents and wait for your team leader 

to return. You cannot leave the campsite without my permission as your special circumstance has been 

revealed to the world. Though I would like to personally invite you to join our unit the time isn't right as 

the situation on this Planet had become awry due to the zergs. 

In a bit, while this whole planet would fall into chaos. Before that, I would like to know what you guys 

plan to do. Are you willing to stay here and fight with us or return back home to the Empire and rest? By 

the way, choosing the second option means you would lose the privilege of joining the Fallen Gods Unit. 

Our unit doesn't welcome cowards after all." said Xue Ying. 

On his face is his usual friendly smile but his words were full of seriousness that no one could ignore. 

Everyone knew that the words Xue Ying had told me were all true. Once they leave this planet leaving 

behind their leader, Feng Jing, they would no longer have any face to have when meeting Feng Jing in 

the future. 

Feng Jing and the rest looked at each other and nodded as if they've made a decision as a group then 

looked at Xue Ying with seriousness and determination on their young faces. 

"We are all staying! Please let us help you save our leader!" 

Hearing this answer Xue Ying and the other members of the Fallen Gods Unit couldn't help but be proud 

in their hearts. The children their future madam had chosen were all good seedlings. They knew how to 

return a favor for what was given to them. 

Xue Ying smiled gently this time, "Good. Good. Don't worry, this elder brother will protect you all!" as he 

hit his chest with his fist to show his good mood. 

Chapter 326: 8.53 First Blue Star - The Devil itself. 

Night Fall. 

Ever since Feng Jin had taken his leave in the afternoon, he hasn't returned to the camp at all. Everyone 

was worried when the sun had completely descended and there was still no news about Feng Jing and 

the marshal. Feng Yang's Phoenix Brigade and King Zenith's Unit had also joined the Fallen God's Unit to 

the campsite of Feng Jing's group. 

They surrounded the small campsite and stayed in the same place together with the other units. For 

some unknown reason, these three units got along well. Knowing that their leaders were all from the 

same family, they've protected each other's backs as closely as possible, preventing those hyenas from 

stealing their little cubs. 

Ever since Feng Jing's identity as a guide was revealed, some have sharp eyes that noticed that Lin Yven 

and the rest suddenly possessed a quantum beast that only an awakened one has. Moreover, with that 

increase of strength, the sentinels of that group were seen as well. How could inexperienced students 

subdue senior soldiers from the Fallen Gods Unit when all of their potentials were mostly all A and S-



ranked. Especially the overwhelming superiority of Qu Yeon and Xue Ran's physique caught the eyes of 

those sharp-eyed old foxes from the other units. 

It was because of this that the children under Feng Jing were all protected by the three units while he 

was away. 

At the camp. The leaders of each unit had all gathered at the main tent build-up by their subordinates. 

Feng Wu and the other students of the Feng Team were gathered at the main tent as well but unlike 

their usual noisy bunch mode, they all sat inside like good students in front of the high-ranking 

personnel before them. 

They are used to Xue Ying spending time with them but the two new yet familiar faces were something 

they've never expected to meet on this day. One is the renowned crowned king, Regulus Zenith and the 

other is the eldest brother of their leader, General Feng Yang. 

On their faces imprinted seriousness as someone from the military. Stern and expressionless. Only Xue 

Ying was smiling friendly at them. 

Han Ling whispered to Qu Yul, "Y-Yul, that person looks like a leader." 

"Shush! That's Lord Jing's elder brother General Yang. Lower that finger. You're being rude." whispered 

back Qu Yul. 

The twins who overheard their conversation also whispered to them. 

Tang San said, "D-Did you see the beautiful lady from before? She looks so much like the leader. Are 

they related as well?" 

His twin brother, Tang Yi covered his loudmouth young twin brother and said with an undertone voice. 

"Idiot! Do you want to die?! That of Her Highness the Crowned Queen, Queen Feng Yue. Her Highness is 

the leader's elder sister." said Tang Yi. 

Meanwhile, the Shi brothers were praying in their heads murmuring, "I'm the air. I'm not here. I am 

everywhere." They were close to breakdown as commoners. This is the first time meeting people of the 

nobility of this high standing. 

Even though Feng Jing is also from the upper echelons of the Noble clans, his usual languid self made it 

hard to believe he is gone but the adult soldiers in front of them are different. Just their presence is 

enough to show the difference in standing. Every gesture they make shows grace and elegance as if 

anyone can see a luxurious mansion or palace just behind them. 

Among the group, the ones who are calm are Feng Wu, Xue Ran, Qu Yeon, and Lin Yven. One is the aide 

of Feng Jing, a young master from the Xue Clan, someone who is calm no matter what circumstances, 

and the last one is the youngest young master of Lin Clan. Tang Si also showed patience and calmness on 

the surface but whenever his eyes landed on Regulus Zenith, Feng Yang, or Xue Ying his eyes would glow 

and an expression of shock would appear on his face. 

Tang Si's thoughts, 'A black phoenix, a white lion and Snow Leopard. But what's with that white lion, it 

has a glowing red orange aura which forms like wings?!' 



Qu Yeon noticed his other half's fidgety movements. He would also somewhat tremble from time to 

time. 

"Si'er, are you okay?" asked Qu Yeon worriedly as he held Tang Si's hands. 

Tang Si immediately averted his eyes from the three adults in front of them and said, "I... I'm okay." 

It was at this moment that Bai Yuyan had just returned after sending Feng Yue to Feng Jing's tent. 

Bai Yuyan said, "Sister Yue had gone to sleep. But she is still worried about Xiao Jing and the marshal." 

Regulus Zenith and Feng Yang smiled at Bai Yuyan. 

The crowned king, Regulus Zenith said with a smile, "Thank you for accompanying my wife, Xiao Yu." 

"Please don't thank me, Brother Zen. I'm okay with spending time with Sister Yue," said Bai Yuyan who 

was suddenly pulled into a hug by the grinning man with crimson hair who suddenly appeared beside 

him. 

Feng Yang happily hug Bai Yuyan and said, "Xiao Yu, I miss you so so so much~" 

"L-Let go! I can still sue you for harassment! We aren't married yet!" said Bai Yuyan while pushing Feng 

Yang's face who wants to land a kiss on his face. 

Feng Yang retorted, "We can be considered engaged. You've already met my family ba~" 

"S-S-Shameless..." said Bai Yuyan with a crimson blush on his face as he pulled his fiancé's hair in 

retaliation. 

Feng Yang said, "Ow. Ow. Honey, I'll get bald!" 

"Then get bald! You're still handsome even if you look like an egg!" said Bai Yuyan. 

"Baby~ you love me a lot~," said Feng Yang. 

Bai Yuyan rebukes, "I'm being sarcastic!" 

Everyone could stop laughing seeing the exchange between Feng Yang and his fiance, Bai Yuyan. Xue 

Ying didn't hold back his laughter as everyone in the tent is family. 

Bai Yuyan asked, "By the way, why are you here, A'Yang? Don't tell me you are worried about Xiao Jing? 

But among us, he is the strongest. Only the marshal can spar with him at full power." 

"I'm not worried. I just want to see Brother Sirius get beaten up. It was his fault that this situation 

happened anyway." said Feng Yang honestly. 

Xue Ying spoke, "I didn't even know he didn't inform Xiao Jing. The Marshal said to move right away as 

soon as we landed." 

"Jingjing is a guide. The special skill of those pureblood zergs isn't useful towards him," said Regulus 

Zenith. "I'm more worried that they might get surrounded by both the zergs and the enemies." 

Xue Ying said, "I've already sent some drones to look for their traces. Xiao Vega's gadgets are really 

amazing. It can even turn invisible if needed." 



Feng Yang said, "You should share some with us too. Though the genius boy is joining Fallen Gods, you 

must not forget the family!" 

"Yes. Yes. We won't keep it for ourselves okay. Moreover, Xiao Jing always sends away his works with 

you two before we could even learn about it. You didn't even tell me about the Absolute Defense 

program he made before!" complained Xue Ying. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

Regulus Zenith and Feng Yang rolled their eyes on him and said. 

"At that time Sirius hadn't met Jingjing yet? He is a stranger." 

"Don't send your complaints to me. It was the old men in the family who said not to give you one." 

Said Regulus Zenith and Feng Yang respectively. 

Feng Yang said, "Anyway, is your state okay? Have you controlled your mania? This is why Xiao Yeye says 

to look for a spouse. You single dog!" 

"Fuck! You were a single dog yourself a month ago!" retorted Xue Ying. 

Hugging Bai Yuyan while grinning, "Now I'm not. Even Brother Sirius is engaged to our Xiao Jing. Brother 

Zenith is about to become a father. You on the other hand, hmph! In our generation you are the only 

single dog left!" said Feng Yang. 

A fuming Xue Ying jumped on Feng Yang, to avoid his lover getting involved he had to dodge Xue Ying. 

"That's it! I'm fighting it with you!" said Xue Ying. Obviously, these two never gets along well. 

Feng Yang snorted at him which pissed off Xue Yinh more. They had to wrestle in the corner of the tent-

like children. As the side, Zenith and Bai Yuyan were betting who would win. 

"Snort! Who is afraid of you!?" 

Regulus Zenith said, "I vote for A'Ying." 

"Okay. I will vote for A'Yang. A'Wu and everyone, who do you think will win?" asked Bai Yuyan. 

Feng Wu joined smoothly as if he is used to it, "I vote for Lord Yang." 

"Me on Lieutenant General Xue," Xue Ran said. 

Following this, everyone made their vote as well but only Solaris Vega and Lin Yven are left. 

Lin Yven asked with a smile, "Xiao Vega, who do you think will win?" 

"Hmmm~ can I vote for a draw?" answered Solaris Vega. Lin Yven nodded his head and said, "We vote 

for a draw!" 

Everyone from Feng Jing's team who knew how lucky Solaris Vega is wanted to change their vote but Bai 

Yuyan had already closed the betting pool. They followed the two childish big brothers who were 

fighting like children until they got out of the tent. 

Bai Yuyan happily commented, "Oh~ I might win this time." 



Xue Ying is about to lose and Feng Yang is about to win when suddenly the nearest tent the two had 

stopped to fight on suddenly opened. Revealing a dark-faced Feng Yue whose face is covered in charcoal 

face mask glaring at the two idiots in front of Feng Jing's tent. 

"Fighting again! Let this lady sleep! HMPH!" said Feng Yue. 

Feng Yang and Xue Ying were startled to see Feng Yue's ugly expression. "Sis!?" 

POW!!! 

Both Feng Yang and Xue Ying were hit on the top of their heads and both fainted. 

Feng Yue snorted and said, "Snort* Be quiet!" Then she went back inside the tent leaving silence to 

descend behind her. Even the soldiers on guard duty didn't dare to utter a peep. 

Only Regulus Zenith reacted calmly and said, "Un, I lost." He passed his losing bet money to Bai Yuyan 

before stepping over the two fainted fools on the ground. "It's already midnight. Rest until morning. We 

would make our move at dawn." said Zenith before going inside his wife's tent to calm his wife down. 

Si Shen said, "Wow~ Xiao Vega's luck is truly on the spot." 

"I really thought General Yang would win," said Wu Liu. 

Lin Yven with a smile on his face said, "Only the result matters~ Pay up~" 

While things at the campsite are as relaxing as ever, on Feng Jing's side is the complete opposite. He had 

flown directly towards the Central Region and found the said hidden Mansion. 

His armors were covered in green blood as he massacred every zerg in the mansion. The pureblood 

zergs that have royal class strength was minced to pieces by Feng Jing. Under his foot, the regenerating 

parts of the royal class zerg move on their own trying to piece up themselves to perfection once again. 

Feng Jing watched coldly as the human form head of the first prince centipede zerg regenerated. But his 

other parts were burned to ashes and could no longer regenerate. 

"I will ask you for the last time. Where is Altair Sirius?" asked Feng Jing. There is no expression imprinted 

on his face at this moment. His whole demeanor is icy and aloof. 

"KRIEK!! HE... IS DEAD!" The first prince of the zerg race declared. 

Feng Jing muttered, "You will not have an easy death." 

The remaining low and middle-class zergs watch as the green blood that their prince possesses suddenly 

moves on its own as if it lives following Feng Jing's command. 

"Did you not know? As long as you are a living thing no matter what kind of creature you are, this lord 

holds your life. Now you won't have to die but after I'm done with you you'll beg me to end your life~" 

murmured Feng Jing. 

His voice is mischievous yet cold. Enthralling yet eerie, the First Prince of the Zerg Race finally 

experiences what it's like to be dead yet to be alive at the same time. His own blood moves like it 

possesses a life of its own. 



Turning to sharp blades slowly cutting on his skin, his veins, and nerves. He is being killed by the thing 

that could sustain his own life. Killing him slowly until nothing left. 

KRRRIIIEEKKKKK KRRRIIIEEKKKKK KRRRIIIEEKKKKK 

Screaming because of the everlasting pain. But what frightened him the most was that those garnet-like 

gemstones irises of the God-like human before him slowly turned silver. Devoid of emotions and feeling 

like a human being. 

His last thoughts before he had completely gone crazy are: 'Ah~ this is not a God nor a human, but the 

Devil itself.' 

Chapter 327: 8.54 First Blue Star - Ah! That's Unfair!? 

None know how much suffering the first prince of the Zerg race had experienced. It took hours of agony 

and suffering, a hellish time was something the first royal prince of zerg had never expected to 

experience. He was born tough with almost unbreakable armor all over his body. He was inborn tolerant 

of any kind of poison as he himself is hazardous himself. 

A centipede type zerg. He is born as a pureblood standing above his whole race except his imperial 

parents. He was about to ascend to the throne as the next emperor. There is only one step for his 

promotion. He was going to enjoy his last free time at Planet Citlali and eat some human children during 

his vacation. But who would have thought that his blissful life would end this miserably in this small 

abandoned planet? 

And under the foot of this immortal like yet devil incarnate human child. Just because he didn't tell me 

where the other human soldier who had escaped from him ran off to, his ending was not even a mere 

death. He wishes to die but is unable to! He destroyed his own heart. Break his head and even after 

seeing his grey matter before his eyes, the life in his being doesn't fade at all. 

His body regenerates against his will, his blood moves as if it's an alive intelligent being sustaining and 

extending his life. If not for the unbearable and torturous pain within his body and his soul, he would 

think that he's only seeing a nightmare. But no matter what he does, the control of his body is no longer 

with him but is under the complete control of the beautiful human yet devil child in front of him. 

Those thin cherry lips of the devil-like human child suddenly upturned as he slightly tilted his head while 

looking down on him but despite such a positive-looking expression, the depths of those crimson dyed 

irises were as cold as the glaciers. 

Feng Jing murmured, "So~ you really don't know where that stupid husband of mine had gone ha?" 

'H-Husband?! That renowned infamous Zerg Killer, Marshal Altair has a wife!? And it's this merciless and 

cruel devil-like young man!? I- I need to inform my race... Or we would be all doom when we met this 

devil!!!' Thoughts of the First Prince Royal Zerg. 

As if realizing what the zerg is thinking, the mischievous smile on Feng Jing's exquisite face widens. He 

was staring at the broken zerg under his gaze as if losing interest in a broken toy and suddenly realized 

its last usefulness. 



"Do you wish to leave?" asked Feng Jing with an evil smile on his face. "There is a way but you need to 

do something for me~" 

After another hour Feng Jing finally came out of the mansion, behind him the hidden manor was 

suddenly engulfed in flames and the agonizing cries of zergs can be heard behind him. But his expression 

is aloof and serene as he had always been before. Since he couldn't find his husband anywhere in the 

mansion, he just decided to burn it after destroying the space portal inside. As for what was the last 

conversation he had with the first royal prince of the zerg race, no one else knows the content except 

for him. 

Halting his movement a few meters away from the burning mansion, Feng Jing summoned the 

subsystem System Yue provides him whenever they separate from one another. This subsystem is a 

fragment of System Yue and is able to locate its main system. 

"Subsystem, locate your main system within the perimeters. Use the mapping program I've made and 

find Yue this instant," said Feng Jing. 

[Affirmative, Host! Initiating a GPS locator to find the main body. Searching in progress... 10 meters 

radius searched, No traces found. 30 meters radius searched, No traces found. 100 meters radius 

searched, No traces found.] 

Feng Jing slightly frowned and commanded, "Do not search for fake traces. Pinpoint System Yue or Altair 

Sirius exact location. They might be using jamming to prevent pursuers, using enhanced versions. The 

radar mode searching version." 

[Radar satellite mode activated! Searching Planet Citlali for the presence of the main body and Altair 

Sirius. Searching in progress... 10%........50%...80%... Ding! Traces found!] 

A holographic map of the whole planet appeared before Feng Jing. Two glowing dots appeared on the 

system map. One is a glowing dot with a yellow shade and the other is an unknown. They are just 200 

meters away from Feng Jing's current location. Clearly, their location was hindered as he expected. 

Feng Jing murmured with narrowly squinted eyes and said, "You are near as a thought." Then he 

suddenly disappeared on the spot. He used the original special ability that he didn't use in front of 

others before. Teleportation, a special skill that doesn't exist in this world. 

In a split second he appeared at the location the map had shown to him but what he saw in front of him 

was nothing but an empty and quiet forest. There are no caves or cliffs, just an open wide forest devoid 

of living creatures. Feng Jing lightly reached out his hands in front of him and felt that he touched some 

kind of energy blocking his hands from moving any further than it's supposed to be. 

The feel it gives is like touching the surface of running water. It can be felt but cannot be touched at all. 

Feng Jing calmly lowered his hand and realized that a formation was created a part of this area, creating 

a mirage of the forest on the other side. He controlled his qi and spread it around the area to find the 

domain that the formation possessed. 

The formation is just small but it is not an ordinary defensive formation. It is a sword formation but it is 

made for killing. Any intruders that entered the domain's area would be attacked by countless swords 

from all angles. Unless you are a Sword God, the only ending you will have is death upon entering. 



Feng Jing murmured, "A high-grade killing formation that could even kill Gods. Then something must 

have happened for Yue to activate such a formation. Did they meet a destroyer or... someone who is not 

meant to be here." 

Meanwhile, inside the killing formation, System Yue had no other choice but to materialize his human 

form. Zhi Yue had to use his human form to completely restrain his insane Lord God due to his mania. 

This second mania he is suffering right now is totally different from what he had before. He is like a crazy 

beast and could no longer hear anything. 

GRRRR~ ARRRGHHH!! ROAAAR~~ GHH~ 

Marshal Sirius who is acting like a wild beast is not chained on both of his hands and feet to the ground. 

Each pulling movement from his cause quakes inside the whole formation. 

While walking back and forth in front of the cave, Zhi Yue doesn't know what to do. He wanted to 

contact his host but he was afraid that the enemies would locate him and his Lord God. At his Lord's 

state and his sealed state, he could even defeat a high god much less, a Godking who had lived on the 

battlefield for years. 

Zhi Yue murmured, "Those bastards from the Ye Clan! How did they know that the Lord God's soul 

fragment exists in this world? If Lord Hei learned about this, there would be sudden life and death 

events on this small planet. The worlds connected to this one would be affected too. Lord God's soul 

fragment is not stable. It would take a while for him to regain consciousness. Ah~ if this world got 

destroyed the Lord God's soul fragment will get affected. Lord Hei please save this little servant of 

yours~" 

What happened a few hours ago? 

After Marshal Sirius had brought out his mecha, the effects of the soundwaves on him had lessened 

greatly. This is due to the absolute shield that Feng Jing had installed personally in his mecha. It wasn't 

able to completely block the sound waves but it allowed the marshal to keep his control over himself 

despite falling into a state of mania. 

He had killed all the zergs that came over to him. Regardless of being a low, middle, and even high class 

zergs were cut to pieces but his sword. He is like a war god that cannot be moved by anyone. Within the 

hidden place, the first prince and first princess consort, Second prince and second princesses consort 

royal zerg were startled by the sudden appearance of the famous marshal of the human race. 

They immediately used their special ability to push the sentinel marshal to the state of mania and 

captured him as they were entertaining a guest from another race. An Alien race called Sirens. They are 

half-human and half fish at birth, with the purity of their bloodline, they are able to use their human 

form to move on land. This siren looks like pureblood as both his eyes and hair were as if they were dyed 

with the color of the sea. 

Shades of blue can be seen on his eyes and on the tint of his long hair. There are some scales under his 

eyes making him look even prettier than mermaids. His fox-shaped eyes were upturned as he felt a 

familiar presence. The name of this guest is Voda, the Siren King of his race. 



The Siren Race is one of the most beautiful races in the galaxy. They are unparalleled in water battles 

and their special skill leans more on the sound type. They are a lot more powerful than the bug or the 

zerg race as they were born half-human form at birth. 

Voda, the Siren King, spoke, "You seem to have invited guests aside from this king?" 

"That's not it, King of Siren. There are just a few pests lingering around the house." said the first prince 

of the zerg race. 

The second prince of the zerg race spoke, "They would be cleaned up after a few while, Your Majesty 

Voda." 

"Is that so? Then I will enjoy my tea for the moment," said Voda. 

But hidden from the original residents of this world, a floating bubble around him is the one so-called 

system. 

[Master, the target's soul fragment is near. Do you wish to capture it or kill it?] 

"There is no need to kill it for now. You told me that the vessel that Destruction God had taken over had 

a special bloodline skill called rebirth. If it is him he would most likely just revive the target and he would 

know about our presence. It would even be more dangerous if he is near." 

Noticing that the vessel the God of Destruction is indeed near the target, the system with a bubble 

avatar chooses to accept his host's decision. 

[But Master, even if he noticed us, the God System was considered as a world hopper instead of a 

destroyer. After all, Xiao Lan is not an illegal system but a registered one.] 

"Wait. There will be more opportunities in the future. Didn't the Clan leader's soul fragment end up 

destroyed when the God of Destruction learned about his presence? Now, he could only send us, his 

spies, and receive the mission of elimination." 

[That is also true but isn't he... you know weakening. He lost his vessel and half of his soul as a sacrifice 

to revive that traitor!] 

"He is from a family without an origin. An immortal clan who cannot die unless killed by their own. Even 

if he sacrifices himself countless times we wouldn't really die." 

[That clan's weakness is also bullshit. Can only be killed by their other half, would their wife or husband 

kill their own spouse. That's ridiculous!] 

"There are ways. You only need an opportunity for it. Finished our mission fast and received the 

commission. Even if we fail, we can just sell the information when the Ye Clan leader is hiding." 

[Master! The target is closely approaching! Be careful.] 

As the monotonous sound of the system voice was heard in his head, a huge black mecha appeared in 

front of them. They were currently having tea at one of the wide verandas of the manor when Marshal 

Sirius in mecha appeared before them. 



"Hm~ his presence even though he is only a mere soul fragment of the young lord is really a bit too 

overbearing~" murmured Voda. 

Beside him, the first and second princes including the two princesses from the zerg race had cursed in 

the presence of a strong enemy like Marshal Sirius. 

"It is really Marshal Altair!" 

"Didn't they say he is already dead!?" 

"Dead? Looking in front of you he is alive!" 

Inside the mecha, System Yue informed his Lord God of the presence of another being not from the zerg 

race. He also noticed another system's existence like him but didn't tell the marshal about it. 

{[This is... a system from Vearth. Is he from the God System? I do not know if he is an enemy or not?]} 

System Yue had checked the soul inside the vessel of the Siren King. As a system that works for one of 

the Young Lords of the Mo Clan, his restrictions were almost gone thanks to his host's authority. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

[My Lord be careful. There is another alien race with the zerg royalty this time.] 

"You mean that blue-haired one? He smells like a fish," said Marshal Sirius. 

[M-My Lord he is of the Siren Clan from a distant planet. He is a dangerous existence. Ah!!? My Lord 

retreat!] 

System Yue noticed the Siren King opening his mouth and the sound of his searching results being out. 

Once he learned the name of the soul inside the vessel of the Siren King. He knew that the man was 

their enemy. The Marshal who was taken by surprise took a direct hit from the soundwaves and 

destroyed the mecha he was in. The Zerg pureblood princes took this as a chance and once again used 

their special skill on him. 

This time the marshal took a direct hit from those soundwaves that caused mania for all sentinels of the 

human race. Seeing that they are at a disadvantage, Zhi Yue had to materialize his human form and run 

away. Voda and his system didn't pursue them as they were stunned the moment a system like Yue was 

able to use his human form in this world which is forbidden. 

The bubble avatar system commented, [AH! That's unfair!!!] 

Chapter 328: 8.55 First Blue Star - Punishment 

At the forest. 

Within a cave hidden by a formation. 

While Zhi Yue was in a panic, walking back and forth in front of the cave where he had chained his own 

boss due to his current state was about to make himself crazy. He wanted to inform his host about them 

but at the same time afraid that the two from before are still around. Behind him, there would be 

endless growls of humans that no longer sound like humans. 



Zhi Yue mumbled, "I should report as soon as possible to the host but if the enemy is on to us, I will put 

the Lord God's soul fragment into danger and the host will kill me. But if I don't inform the host he 

would also kill me. Ah~ so I would still die either way. That's it! I'm calling Lord Hei!!" 

Just as Zhi Yue just finally made his decision to call his host, he suddenly felt a hand landed on his 

shoulder. When he thought that the enemies had been found, Zhi Yue braced himself and attacked the 

one behind him with killing intent. As an executioner himself, his abilities in fighting are also top class, 

unfortunately his full capabilities cannot be used as he is currently working as a system. 

Just as he lifted his leg to do a roundhouse back kick with a fierce expression on his face, he suddenly 

stiffened when he saw the appearance of his target. It was the familiar beautiful phoenix-shaped eyes of 

his host staring at him. His foot halted a few inches on the side of his host's head as his face turned pale 

instantly as he hurriedly put down his foot. 

Zhi Yue stuttered in Feng Jing's presence. The deadpan expression of his host looked so scary in his eyes 

that he started trembling. 

"L-L-Lord Hei... You found us?" said Zhi Yue while stepping back and lowering his head submissively. 

Feng Jing averted his eyes and looked in the direction where he could hear the voice of his lover's 

screams of agony. 

"I've just come back from the mansion at the center of the volcano. You go back to the camp and 

introduce yourself as my hidden aide. Feng Wu is A'Ming, he would help you with backing up your story. 

Tell them to prepare for war. The zergs were definitely going to attack again. If possible send away those 

who don't want to fight. 

This planet would be receiving attacks from the zerg's royal family. As I killed their second prince and 

princess, their first princess, and turned their first prince into a lump of mincemeat. Go back now. I still 

need to help my husband with his mania. Tell them we would be back soon." said Feng Jing as he walked 

towards the cave where his lover is, leaving Zhi Yue to follow the orders he had all given him. 

Zhi Yue saluted and politely accepted his task, "As you wish, Lord Hei." he suddenly disappeared in the 

place as he left as soon as he could. He knew that since Lord Hei had already come over, there would no 

longer be any problems with the Lord God and could leave without worries. 

Now that Feng Jing had come over means the outside had either left before his host appeared or got 

killed by his host himself. There will no longer be any worries about outsiders at this point. 

Meanwhile, inside the cave used to hide Marshal Sirius who had once again fallen into a mania state, the 

interior was completely clean thanks to Zhi Yue. he knew that when his host came over, he would 

definitely stay in the cave with the marshal to cure his mania. After all, as a guide fated with his Lord 

God's soul fragment, his host is the only medicine to remove his lord's current bad state. 

Moreover, Marshal Sirius's mania is different from the first one. This time his mania is caused by 

someone else's skill instead of the usual ones when he overused his ability and lost his control. Right 

now, the marshal had no thinking ability except for moving according to his instinct. 



Zhi Yue didn't wish to harm his lord and had no other choice but to lock him up inside the cave with 

another formation. A growling beast-like sound can be heard inside the interior of the cave, the person 

inside was obviously tormented by something that entered his spiritual domain. 

When Feng Jing stepped inside the man-made room all sounds had halted. All traces of peace inside 

were destroyed. The bed covers and pillows were all ripped apart, something that looked like a small 

wooden table and chairs were destroyed to the point one could no longer distinguish that it used to be a 

thing, not mere rubbles in the corner of the cave. There are obviously inhuman scratches on the walls 

and a man in tattered clothes was calmly seated on the cold ground his hands and feet were chained. 

Feng Jing could recognize his husband even just by looking at his back. 

With a wave of his hand the chains on his lover turned to ice and broke into fragments, "My love... can 

you still hear my voice?" asked Feng Jing with a mellow voice while spreading his qi towards his lover 

soothing the pain within his head. Slowly he made his way towards the mad marshal fearlessly. 

Grrrss~ 

The Marshal who is suffering from mania slightly lets out some sounds calmly down. It was a bit better 

than his agonizing screams from before. The Marshal slowly raised his head and looked back at Feng Jing 

who was carefully approaching him. His eyes were red and his forehead was imprinted with a deep 

frown. There is a slight growling sound coming out of his mouth as if giving Feng Jing a warning to stay 

away. 

Regardless of the warning from his husband's insane state, Feng Jing went to him fearlessly. At this 

moment, Feng Jing also spreads his pheromones intending to calm down his husband's berserk state but 

who would have thought that when he was just an arm away from the Marshal he would get grabbed by 

his arms and thrown forcefully at the broken bed in the area. 

He was pressed with a weight above him. He felt that his back had hit the solid foundation of the bed as 

the covers and even the mattress itself had gone useless. 

"Ow!~ It hurts!" complained Feng Jing with a few tears gathering at the corner of his eyes and glared at 

his husband only to stop when he saw an even more painful expression on Altair Sirius. His eyes were 

completely red and chaotic with insanity glinting within. 

The grievous expression on the marshal looks like he is about to explode in rage and madness. As if he 

would kill anyone in front of him if it was not Feng Jing who is before the marshal but someone else, he 

would definitely kill that thing regardless of who he is. But in front of Feng Jing, the marshal couldn't do 

it. Deep within his soul, something is keeping him from harming the petite person in front of him. 

Instead of killing intent, another form of desire was founded in him. His murderous desire was replaced 

by lust and yearning instead. Marshal Sirius lowered himself and hugged Feng Jing within his embrace. 

Slightly soothing his temper as he smells the familiar scent of sweet floral and peppermint coming from 

the prey he captured within his arms. He buried his face in Feng Jing's neck as if by doing that the calm 

scent would be his alone. 



Feng Jing could move his arms as he was hugged by the strong man before him like a hugged body 

pillow. So he could only move his head to give the man's head some light kisses while whispering sweet 

words directly to the marshal's ears. 

"Dear... my love. Could you hear me? Can you show me your face, please? Just for a second, my love?" 

whispered Feng Jing. 

Whimpers~ but the marshal was stuck tight to Feng Jing as if the latter's existence could give comfort to 

his agony. Like a cold spring that could cool down his heated body leaving him the feeling of being 

comfortable. His mouth touched the neck of Feng Jing. He felt that Feng Jing's skin is made of ice, 

comforting and cold. Like a wild greedy beast, the mad marshal wanted more and had ripped everything 

that covered Feng Jing's body. It only took a minute for the latter to be butt naked on the top of the bed. 

Meanwhile, despite getting his clothes destroyed Feng Jing didn't show embarrassment in front of his 

lover at all. Instead, he seduced him more to lower his guard to him so he could invade his lover's soul 

domain and cure his mania. He reached out his hand to hug the neck of Marshal Sirius wanting to share 

a kiss despite the situation. 

Once their lips had touched the raging desire within the mad marshal had burst out. He contained Feng 

Jing's lips as if the latter is the most delicious thing in the world. His tongue aggressively invaded the 

inside of Feng Jing's smallmouth. The big tongue entangles with the small one, capturing it and sucking, 

showing its dominance. Feng Jing's soul trembles in happiness, this is indeed his husband. Someone 

whom he loves, his other half! He felt aroused just with a kiss they had shared. 

In the midst of his desires, Feng Jing didn't forget to use his qi to purify the mania of his husband. The 

Marshal slowly felt the discomfort in his head fading. Feng Jing's body went limp as he felt the pleasure 

spreading in his body. 

"Ah~" Feng Jing moans in a pleasant feeling converging within him. He wanted to bite his lips to stop his 

lustful cries but the tongue invading his mouth made him weak and numb. 

In the middle of their kiss, the mad marshal felt it wasn't enough and his desire cannot be full with just 

this. He bit Feng Jing's lips, biting and sucking only the taste of blood spread within his mouth. 

Hiss~ Feng Jing felt his lips were being eaten and wanted to push away the rude man on top of him. But 

when he saw Sirius's face twist in pain, he couldn't help but stop and let the man do whatever he 

wanted. He had been with this person for several lifetimes, though he never intentionally hurt him 

during their nightly exercise he knew that his husband's current state is not normal. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

Grr~ whimpers~ 

Feng Jing's thoughts, 'Whatever. Let him do whatever he wants. I can heal my body with healing 

concoction anyway.' 

Plus he hasn't punished this man for hiding things from him. The only way for him to punish his lover is 

either to not let him eat him, which is not possible in the current situation, or let him regret it. Now that 

the marshal is being tormented by his mania, Feng Jing knew that the former would definitely have no 

retrains at this moment. He would definitely get hurt during the process, he might get ripped in that 

place and the pain would be unbearable. 



'Since you do not listen to me. I will not stop you. If you hurt me you would be in more heartache than I 

do. My love... my pain will be your greatest punishment.' Thoughts of Feng Jing. 

Chapter 329: 8.56 First Blue Star - Permanent Mark [M] 

Inside the cave the sound of light growls and light yet painful moans can be heard echoing within. At the 

tattered bed, Feng Jing's body was numbed in pleasure yet felt his legs were forcefully spread apart. In 

that split second, Feng Jing could only imagine the pain he would suffer once he was invaded vigorously 

without any preparation. He could only hurriedly cure his husband's mania but in the end, it was already 

too late. 

AAAHHH!!! 

A hard, hot, and huge rod pierced him from below. It penetrated his virgin cave without any preparation 

at all. Feng Jing felt an uncomfortable pain below him. Throbbing hot and numb at the same time is 

extremely painful. He could no longer stop himself from crying out in pain and tears fell on his face like a 

waterfall. He knew deep inside him that he was definitely bleeding in that place. 

Feng Jing, who had never felt real pain due to his special bloodline, suffered for the first time. He started 

to panic as the soreness spread all over his body. He wanted to push the man on top of him away but 

the difference in their physique's strength is too big. Now that the man is not in the right state, he is 

even stronger and has no tolerance for any struggles. His hands were grabbed as Feng Jing started failing 

his legs but all other things were useless as he couldn't escape at all. 

The pain got worse when the marshal on top of him started moving his body to penetrate him 

continuously. Feng Jing lost control and started screaming loudly but unfortunately, no one could save 

him as they are only the two of them within the cave. Just as thought that Feng Jing would lose himself 

in pain. A soft, gentle, and careful kiss was given to him. 

In the midst of his craziness, the marshal heard the small one's painful cries as he invaded him. At this 

moment he couldn't understand why his prey was crying like that, he could only comfort him gently with 

kisses like how Feng Jing had done to him before. As expected his prey stopped screaming and returned 

his kisses instead. Despite the gentleness above, below were like raging waves. He moves his body 

according to the desires within him. Only once his desires are met that he would definitely return to 

normal for now he could only move according to his instincts. 

Feng Jing never expected to suffer this kind of pain. His husband despite his possessiveness, dominance, 

and obsession would always be careful towards him. But now that his husband could only move by 

instinct, Feng Jing realized how much his lover held back every time they did it. No wonder, he would be 

eaten for more than 10 rounds every night. The pain below him only lessened in the middle of the deed 

as the pleasure started to take over his body. 

As their pheromones mixed, another wave of emotion engulfs the marshal aside from his lustful desire. 

His obsession had come out, influencing him more and more. His thoughts were full of things like the 

guide under him belongs to him! This is his prey, possess him. He is yours. Only yours, others are not 

allowed to take him away from you. Let the body pressed under him be covered with only his breath 

only. His scent is the only thing that should be left behind in and out of this person. 



As these kinds of thoughts pop up in his mind, his movement turned faster and even more aggressive, 

almost making Feng Jing breathless as each thrust. Feng Jing who had gotten used to pain was now 

numbed but the dominating force pierced him below. It felt extremely satisfying as he moved with the 

waves. His deepest part is being explored and that sensitive spot inside of him gets rammed countless 

times making him lose his mind. 

"Ah! hmm... En~" Messy moans come out of his parted lips and a transparent line of liquid lingers at the 

corner of his mouth as he gasps for air. The beast before him continued to penetrate his body, it was hot 

and fierce. Under the pressure of being drilled wildly by the thick and big rod of his lover, the soft layers 

of his abused hole tightened due to the constant frictions wanting to squeeze out the hidden essences 

within but it only made the beastly marshal even crazier, Feng Jing could only enjoy the refreshing 

feeling reaching the depths of his body. 

This wonderful feeling made this couple excited and satisfied. The heated rod that was hot and thick 

was too deep and too big running all over the sensitive spots inside causing the beautiful young man 

under the marshal to cry and scream. In the middle of it, Feng Jing was twisted, making him face the 

marshal with his back. He was powerless and couldn't move anymore as his knees buckled down 

tirelessly. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

No one realized that the Marshal had longed placed both his big hands on Feng Jing's slender waist 

thrusting into him like there is no tomorrow. If not because he was holding him at his side, Feng Jing 

would fly forwards at his husband's every thrust. Every time his husband's dragon penetrates him, it felt 

so good that Feng Jing was about to reach the climax. 

"Wu~ Too deep... AH! It's too big... it hurts... No... T-Too much. Mnn~" Broken words came out of Feng 

Jing's mouth and his voice started to become hoarse as he was screaming most of the time. 

Grrrr~ rawrr~ 

Feng Jing didn't forget to control his qi to merge with his husband's chaotic qi trying to calm it down. 

Feeling that his husband is about to come, he no longer holds back his excitement, and even squeezes 

the cock inside his hole until it starts to spasm. His intestinal walls desperately tighten as he wanted his 

lover to cum at the same time as him. 

Groans~ 

AHHH! Pain and pleasure exploded in Feng Jing's mind. His lover's hard bite made his pheromones enter 

his body slowly occupying his all making him feel in a state of extreme satisfaction and could help but 

tightened his hole using all his strength to clutch the thing inside him. This move made the beast above 

him eject a stream of thick essence deep within him. The scalding hot semen poured deeply inside. His 

nape was bitten strongly by the Marshal at the last moment where they cummed together. 

Once the madness within his lover's spiritual domain subsides, his other half should return to normal. A 

permanent mark was made in the midst of the madness and pleasure the pair had to spend together. 

During their second round, Marshal Sirius seems to gradually regain his sanity. His red eyes fading as his 

rational mindset returns. Their first-round match took a few hours before they came together. 



Marshal Sirius was shocked when saw Feng Jing under him. Covered with red purplish marks and bites 

all over his body. He could even see his exquisite face tinted with fatigue, lust, and tears. 

With a raspy yet gentle voice, "My love, are you... awake?" asked Feng Jing as he reached out his right 

hand weakly and trembling. 

Once he heard his little one's hoarse voice. He immediately knew what happened. The Marshal silently 

gasped and immediately held his lover's hand who wanted to touch his face. He lowered his head to let 

Feng Jing reach out to him easier. He held the latter's slender hands as he trembled. Depressing tears 

fell from his black eyes as he looked at Feng Jing under him full of regret and hate for himself. 

Marshal Sirius felt his throat was blocked and couldn't even speak proper words, "I-I..." 

Altair Sirius was trembling as he kissed the palms of Feng Jing's right hand. His face was full of remorse 

as he gently and carefully pulled himself out of Feng Jing and hugged him gently within his embrace. 

After pulling himself out he saw blood and white merging coming out from his lover's delicate place. He 

realized that he must have forced himself to enter him without any kind of preparation. He had truly 

hurt his loved one. 

Marshal Sirius thought, 'Our first time isn't supposed to be like this! I am not supposed to make Jing'er 

bleed. He is not supposed to cry in pain but in pleasure. Everything is my fault. If I didn't go to that 

mansion without planning properly or at least brought Jing'er with me, I wouldn't have fallen to the 

enemies' traps and ended up falling into a mania for the second time. Arrogance. It was because I 

thought I'm the strongest in the world that I ended up hurting the only person I should never have 

harmed.' 

Thinking of this he wanted to kill his past and out-of-control self many times. Guilt and regret eat his 

heart. He could only give his lover soft kisses as if by doing so he would lessen his little one's pain. 

"Um~ It hurts. I'm sleepy~" murmured Feng Jing before he had fallen asleep from tiredness. 

The Marshal could only whisper his words as he hugs Feng Jing within his embrace and his tears couldn't 

be helped but continuously fall. 

"Sleep, Baby. Sorry... I'm really sorry... Sorry~ Please forgive me~" Altair Sirius continues to whisper 

words of apology as if begging Feng Jing. 

Meanwhile, Feng Jing whose vessel is still young and delicate couldn't stop his body's need to sleep as 

he was overwhelmed by fatigue, pain, and sleepiness. The Marshal's words of apology were like lullabies 

to his ears. It didn't take long for him to fall into slumber once he knew that his husband's mania was 

cured. 

While Feng Jing is in a blackout, Marshal Sirius takes a while before he calms down and sees his lover's 

current state. The petite body within his embrace is covered in marks and bruises he made, even the 

bite marks that were left behind look very visible on his little one white skin. Just based on this result, he 

could see that he was very rough when he had done those things to his lover. 

Like a wild beast, he was overwhelmed by just his instincts and harmed the only person in the world he 

didn't wish to harm at all. 



After the marshal has finally calmed down, his face is covered in coldness and sharpness as he did 

before despite the fact that his careful movements when holding Feng Jing are completely opposite of 

his emotionless face. 

Before Zhi Yue took his leave, he had removed the formation around the cave. Now the scenery outside 

had changed from a wide forest to a small hidden cave near the river. Marshal Sirius heated some water 

which he used to clean up his partner. He took out a towel from his lover's inventory and changed his 

clothes to new ones. After seeing some healing concoction and some first aid kit, he treated his lover's 

wounds. All of the traces he left amid his crazy state were healed. 

The Marshal is no longer willing to let his wife suffer even a small scratch after that event. This result is 

something that is based on his foolish decisions. He could only regret and never take back those actions 

he made before. 

Chapter 330: 8.57 First Blue Star - Silly Brothers 

In the middle region, in Feng Jing's group campsite. 

It was at dawn when Zhi Yue reached the campsite of his host's group. Most soldiers were asleep except 

for those in guarding duty. The students were resting for the day until a sudden commotion was heading 

outside their tents. 

Voices of the soldiers in duty can be heard echoing in the middle of the night. 

Who are you!? 

Stop! Don't move! Stay where you are!? 

This area is under the protection of three generals! You cannot be here! 

Why are you here? Report your name! 

Raise your hand and don't do anything suspicious or else we will shoot! 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

This commotion had awakened few of the authorities and students in the camp. Lieutenant General Xue 

Ying comes out of his tent to check. Major General Feng is also with him as these two were having a 

drink when the chaos outside was heard. 

Xue Ying asked, "What is it? Why are you so noisy?" 

"Did Xiao Jing arrive? Don't block him? EH? It's not him." said Feng Yang. 

The soldiers on guard duty all saluted in the presence of these two superiors. They all collectively replied 

like a good greeting when greeting them. 

"Reporting to the Generals! We had found a suspicious man!" 

"He approached the tent out of nowhere and we only noticed him when he appeared right in front of 

us" 

"But he carried no weapons on him and insisted on seeing a student named Feng Wu." 



The expressions of Lieutenant General Xue Ying and Major General Feng Yang turned serious when they 

heard the contents of the report. Someone with unknown background had appeared and was looking 

for Feng Wu who is Feng Jing's First aide. 

This person is either an enemy who is pretending to know someone to infiltrate the camp or a young 

man sent by Feng Jing to inform him about his situation. Zhi Yue used his real human appearance but 

changed his clothes to what this world is known for. 

He looks like a student with long black hair and a pair of violet eyes. His features were delicate yet his 

demeanor feels like he possessed calmness that is not meant for his age. Even right now when the 

soldiers' weapons are pointed towards him, his face remains calm and fearless. 

Zhi Yue raised his hand as he was told and only stared at the two familiar faces he had known and seen 

for a month or so. 

"My name is Zhi Yue. Hidden Aide of Young Lord Feng Jing. I call for Feng Wu as he is the only one who 

could testify to my identity. I also have my lord's token with him to show proof that was sent here by 

Lord Jing!" said Zhi Yue as a crimson Phoenix-shaped token with a character of Jing appeared hanging on 

Zhi Yue's hand. 

A slight surprise appeared on Feng Yang and Xue Ying's face, of all people in this camp the two of them 

who are blood-related to Feng Jing, know the authenticity of the token with this young man who calls 

himself Zhi Yue. 

Feng Jing as the Young Lord of the phoenix clan possessed a unique token to prove his identity. This is 

also used as a love token given to their chosen mate. If Zhi Yue possessed this token which is supposed 

to be in the possession of Marshal Sirius meant few things. 

It means that Feng Jing is safe and is now with Marshal Sirius. Lieutenant General Xue Ying gestures to 

the soldiers to lower their weapons while at the same time approaching the young man with vigilance. 

Xue Ying commanded, "Lower your weapons and return to your positions!" 

"Yes, Lieutenant General Xue!" said the soldiers before going back to their posts. 

Feng Yang approached Zhi Yue fearlessly and took the token of Feng Jing with him. Examining it closely 

whether it is real or not. Zhi Yue waited for the two characters of this world to check the token he had 

secured from his Lord God. 

Xue Ying asked, "Is it real, Yang?" 

Feng Yang nodded his head and looked at Zhi Yue, staring and observing this unknown person before 

him. 

"Send someone to call A'Wu," said Feng Yang. 

He agreed with his cousin's careful thoughts and ordered a soldier on guard duty to summon Feng Wu 

to the main tent and send another to inform Regulus Zenith about the situation. 

Feng Yang said to Zhi Yue, "As long A'Wu prove your identity you would be given the freedom you are 

supposed to have but until then..." 



Lieutenant General Xue Ying made a handcuff with ice and captured Zhi Yue temporarily. The latter 

didn't fight back and allow these two generals to restrain him. 

Xue Ying continues Feng Yang's words, "Until then you are staying with us, you don't mind do you?" 

"Lord Jing says to listen to his family when he is not around. So Zhi Yue will comply with your words, 

Seniors!" 

Feng Yang and Xue Ying were stunned by Zhi Yue's nonchalant attitude. It is completely different from 

the silent demeanor they've seen as a first impression. The two brought Zhi Yue in their main tent while 

they waited for Feng Wu. 

They continue to observe the young man who seems to be a bit silly not to notice what kind of situation 

he had ended up in. 

Feng Yang said, "Kid, are you an ordinary person or a guide?" He just based the kid's position on his 

appearance. 

"Eh? Zhi Yue is a Sentinel thought," replied Zhi Yue. 

Being a sentinel would allow him to stay reasonably with Marshal Sirius and protect his host in his 

human form. So he had chosen this act and used the word sentinel to back up his strength as a cultivator 

which is beyond a mortal's ability. 

Xue Ying, "What!?" 

"You're kidding!!?" exclaimed Feng Yang. 

The expressions of the two generals show astonishment and disbelief. After all, Zhi Yue looks no more 

than a teenager with arms and legs including a height smaller than their younger brother, Feng Jing. 

These two Sentinel Generals could believe what this petite boy was talking about. 

Zhi Yue dips his head a bit when the two adult men shout out of nowhere. 

"B-But Zhi Yue is not lying. I am really a Sentinel. An SSS rank one. Lord Jing said so!" 

Feng Yang and Xue Ying looked at each other, still not believing what the child was talking about. But 

they had the same thoughts of trying out the kid, Feng Yang grabbed the boy's shoulder while Xue Ying 

pulled over some tables and chairs. After pushing Zhi Yue into one of the chairs, Feng Yang took the 

other end then grabbed the right hand of Zhi Yue intending to wrestle each other. 

Feng Yang said, "Okay~ let's say that we believe you but... you need to show us some proof. I and Xue 

Ying are both peak SS ranked Sentinels, if you are able to defeat both of us in an arm wrestle then... we 

will believe that you are an SSS-ranked Sentinel as you proclaimed." 

"Too many words! Grab each other's hands. On my mark, you would begin." said Xue Ying. 

Zhi Yue was panicking that even the two in front of him could see his expression. They thought that the 

boy was indeed lying to them as an SSS-ranked Sentinel. After all, how rare an SSS-ranked awakened one 

there is. In the Oberion Empire, only 6 are recorded. With three dead and one is missing. Marshal Janus 

Stellan is an SSS-ranked Sentinel as well but Marshal Altair Sirius is stronger than him due to the 



difference and age plus talent. Marshal Sirius is so talented that even his real physique is immeasurable 

above the regular SSS-ranked Sentinel. 

Thoughts of Zhi Yue, 'I-If I accidentally broke host's body's brothers would I get beaten up in exchange? 

Wuwuwu~' 

But who would have expected it, that the young man named Zhi Yue is worrying that he might 

accidentally break these two generals' bones and get scolded by his host once he came back? 

Xue Ying and Feng Yang were smirking when they saw that the young man's face turned pale but still 

decided to tease him as he looks silly. 

"Okay. Get ready~ Start!" said Xue Ying. 

But it seems that Zhi Yue didn't hear it, Feng Yang took this chance to teach this brat and wanted to use 

just enough force to push down the hand of Zhi Yue. Only for his hand to be stuck on where it was. The 

clasped hand of Zhi Yue on Feng Yang's right hand was like a straight metal he was unable to bend. 

When Feng Yang looked at the owner of the hand, Zhi Yue was still deep in his thoughts and didn't even 

hear the remark from Xue Ying starting the wrestling game. Xue Ying wasn't blind and also noticed his 

cousin's reactions and movements. He saw him use minimal force to push the young man's hand 

intending to tease him only for his cousin's hand to be stuck and motionless no matter how much he 

pushed the child's hands down. 

Seeing this Xue Ying wants to save his cousin from embarrassment and takes the opportunity to help 

him push down the hands of Zhi Yue. The two worked together but the slender hand of Zhi Yue was like 

a nailed metal that they couldn't bend at all. After using all of their strength that they were even 

panting, Zhi Yue finally decided to ask the two generals to stop and move his body to look at them but 

didn't expect to move his right hand at the same time, a force that Feng Yang and Zhi Yue didn't expect 

was suddenly felt all over their bodies. 

Feng Yang felt his right hand twisting in an unbearable position that he had to follow the motion of his 

right hand and successfully avoided his right arm from fracturing though he still ended up with a right 

dislocated shoulder. While Xue Ying was focusing on pulling down Zhi Yue's hand with all his weight and 

force was shocked when he saw his body getting flipped over the table with the motion of Zhi Yue's 

movement. Xue Ying was thrown over towards the exit of the tent as if he was hurled over like a ball. 

Feng Yang who was holding his right shoulder, "HISSS!! Tsk! That hurt!" 

"WOAH!!" screamed by the ball named Xue Ying. 

"EH!!??" And a stunned Zhi Yue who witnessed this silly scene that he didn't expect to happen because 

of him. "Wuah~ I'm sorry!!!" said Zhi Yue. 

This silly scene was witnessed by Bai Yuyan and Feng Wu who arrived at the exact time Zhi Yue had 

made his move. They were even welcomed by a flying Xue Ying towards them. These two heartless 

students avoided Xue Ying and were flung outside the tent due to an unknown force. 

Bai Yuyan raised one of his eyebrows and questioned his fiance who now has a dislocated right shoulder. 

"What are you guys playing at?" asked Bai Yuyan while helping Feng Yang reconnect his shoulder bone. 



Click! click! 

"Urgh~ that hurts a bit. Why are you here, A'Yu?" asked Feng Yang to his lover. 

Bai Yuyan hit his back and said, "It's because I heard you are drinking in the middle of the night that I 

have to stop you. Didn't you say we are attacking the zergs tomorrow?! Why the hell are you drinking?!" 

"S-Sorry~" Feng Yang mumbled as he knew that they were caught drinking by his future wife. 

"By the way, is that Brother Xue who flew just now? What happened?" asked Bai Yuyan as he recognized 

the human ball which got thrown out of the tent. 

Xue Ying returned on time to stop his cousin from telling others their embarrassing moment from a few 

minutes ago. 

"It was nothing! I and your fiance were just playing around. Hiss!" said Xue Ying as he felt his back aching 

from his fall. 

Suddenly Zhi Yue ran over towards the silent Feng Wu and said, "Wua~ it wasn't on purpose! I really 

didn't do it. It was an accident! Save me, A'Wu~" 

"Yue? Why are you here? Where's the lord?" asked Feng Wu as he frowned a bit. 

 


